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The Good News 

The good news 
they do not print. 
The good news 
we do print. 
We have a special edition every moment 
that we need you to read. 
The good news is that you are alive 
and the linden tree is still there 
standing fInn in the harsh winter. 
The good news is that you have wonderful eyes 
to touch the blue sky. 
The good news is that 
your child is there before you, 
and your arms are available. 
Hugging is possible. 

They print only what is wrong. 
Look at each of our special editions. 
We always offer the things that are not wrong. 
We want you to benefit from them 
and help protect them. 
The dandelion is there by the sidewalk, 
smiling its wondrous smile, 
singing the song of eternity. 
Lo! You have ears capable of hearing it. 
Bow your head. 
Listen to her. 
Leave behind your world of sorrow 
and preoccupation 
and get free. 
The latest good news 
is that you can do it. 

Protecting the Environment 
by Thich Nhat Hanh 

Many basic teachings in Buddhism can help us understand our 
interconnectedness with the environment. One of the deepest 
is the PrajiuJparamita Vajracchedika S utra (The Diamond 
that Cuts through Illusion). This sutra is a dialogue between 
the Venerable Subhuti and the Buddha. It begins with this 
question by Subhuti: "If daughters and sons of good families 
wish to give rise to the highest, most fulfilled, awakened 
mind, what should they rely on and what should they do to 
master their thinking?" This is the same as asking, "If I want 
to use my whole being to protect life, what methods and 
principles should I use?" 

The Buddha answered him, "However many species of 
living beings there are--whether born from eggs, from the 
womb, from moisture, or spontaneously; whether they have 
form or do not have form; whether they have perceptions or 
do not have perceptions; or whether it cannot be said of them 
that they have perceptions or that they do not have percep
tions, we must lead all these beings to the ultimate nirvana so 
that they can be liberated. And when this innumerable, 
immeasurable, infinite number of beings has become liber-
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From the Editors 

As we were preparing this issue of Mindfulness Bell, the world's 
leaders were in Rio to look deeply at the state of the Earth (although 
in the present political atmosphere, it was difficult for them to put 
the needs of all people, animals, plants, rivers, mountains, forests, 
and air above what they regard as their own "self'-interest), and the 
first international Council of the Tiep Hien Order, the Order of 
Interbeing, was held at Plum Village, in France. (See below.) 

In this Mindfulness Bell, we offer a Buddhist approach to 

environmental issues, hoping to shed some light on this important 
policymaking debate. We begin with Thay's teachings on the 
environment and interbeing, and we complement these with details 
about the global crises, environmental education, the 1991 environ
mentalists' retreat, a rainforestjoumey, and saving the world 
without burning out. Following our regular features on Daily 
Practice, Sangha News, Announcements, and Letters, we end with 
Thay's proposal for a new practice, the Peace Treaty. We hope you 
find this issue nurturing of the environment, your relationships, and 
yourself. 

-Therese Fitzgerald, Arnie Kotler, Carole Melkonian 

Photo Credits: Tran Van Minh p. 1, Kate O'Neill p. 5, Joan 
Halifax p. 14, Unknown pp. 23, 32, Su Co Thanh Luong p. 33. 
Illustrations: Michele Benzarnin Masuda pp. 1,4,40, Michele 
Laporte p. 7, Wendy Johnson p. 8, Vinh Lan Truong p. 13, Anneke 
Brinkerink pp. 18,24-28,30,38, Unknown pp. 22, 34, Mobi Warren 
p. 25, Kaz Tanahashi p. 29. 

First International Council of the Order of Interbeing 
In the mid-1960s in Vietnam, six young members of the School of Youth for Social Service were ordained by Thich Nhat Hanh 
into the Order of Interbeing (Tiep Hien), expressing the willingness to bring Buddhism into the realm of social action during a 
period of war. Since then, 150 Vietnamese and non-Vietnamese lay practitioners and clergy from all over the world have been 
ordained into the Order's core community, and thousands more have chosen to practice as members of the extended commu
nity by practicing mindfulness with a local sangha and practicing and reciting the Fourteen Precepts. Nearly half the members of 
the core community gathered at Plum Village in late June for the first international Council of the Order of Interbeing. 

The first session was held on one of the last evenings of the "Vipassana in the Mahayana Tradition" retreat, and everyone 
attending the retreat was invited. Sister Annabel Laity spoke about the tradition of Council in Buddhism, Sister Phuong about the 
history and development of the Tiep Hien Order, Arnie Kotler about the precepts, and Judy Gilbert about the charter. Questions 
of what to be discussed during the two-day meeting were raised, and while some felt exhilarated by the process, others felt 
dizzied by this kind of discussion even before the end of such a deeply settling retreat with Thay. 

At the first morning meeting, on June 29, Thay listened as we continued to discuss our resistances to becoming "organized," 
primarily concerns of losing the open-minded spirit that moved many of us to join the order. In the afternoon, we divided into 
groups, each focusing on a different topic: Charter, Practice, Communication, Action, Vision, and OWOW ("Other Ways of 
Working"). Reports by each committee were presented that evening. The process of working through our resistances and then 
discussing topics that were so important to us, in a mindful and loving way, began to create a cohesion that culminated in a kind 
of shared bliss by the meeting's end. 

We began the second morning with a precepts' recitation ceremony. Then, after breakfast, we discussed the formation of a 
Council of Elders (to provide stability and wisdom), a Council of Young Persons (to make sure we are always open to the fresh 
ideas of the young generation), and an Executive Committee (to help carry out the work). Then we met in committees for a 
second time, trying to tie up loose ends and prepare resolutions for the full meeting. In the afternoon, we nominated, by consen
sus, members to fill the two councils and the executive committee, with the full encouragement and participation of Thay and 
Sister Phuong. These nominations will be presented by mail to members of the core community for their approval and will then 
be announced in Mindfulness Bell #8, along with the resolutions. Our t ime together ended with a lovely chai (Indian tea) 
meditation and a brief ceremony to commemorate loved ones who had passed away or were suffering. So much was accom
plished in an atmosphere of mindfulness, care, and nurturing that the Council itself proved to many of us that intelligent organi
zation and the practice of awareness can go very well together. A full report will appear in the next issue of the Mindfulness Bell. 
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T aki ng Care (continued) 

ated, we do not, in truth, think that a single being has been 
liberated. Why is this so? If, Subhuti, a bodhisattva holds on to 
the idea that a self, a person, a living being, or a life span 
exists, that person is not an authentic bodhisattva." 

The Buddha's answer can be summarized as, "We have to 
do our best to help every living being cross the river of 
suffering. But after all beings have arrived at the shore of 
liberation, no being at all has been carried to the other shore. If 
you are still caught up in the idea of a self, a person, a living 
being, or a life span, you are not an authentic bodhisattva." 
Self, person, living being, and life span are the four notions 
that prevent us from seeing reality. 

Life is one. We do not need to slice it into pieces and call 
this or that piece a self. What we call a self is actually made 
only of non-self elements. When we look at a flower, for 
example, we may think that it is different from "non-flower" 
things. But when we look more deeply, we see that everything 
else in the cosmos is in that flower. Without all of the non
flower elements-the sunshine, the clouds, the earth, minerals, 
heat, rivers, and consciousness-a flower cannot be. That is 
why the Buddha teaches that the self does not exist. What we 
call "self' is made only of non-self elements. Therefore, we 
have to throwaway all distinctions between self and non-self. 

Here is another example. You may think that you are not 
George Bush or Bill Clinton, but that is not correct. You are 
comprised entirely of "non-you" elements, among them the 
candidates for U.S. President. So you have to take good care 
of the Bush/Clinton elements in you. When you ask, "How 
can I stop being so angry at President Bush?" the first thing I 
will tell you is that Mr. Bush is you. Mr. Bush is a non-you 
element in you. The trees are also non-you elements. If you 
look deeply, you will see all of these non-you elements, and 
you will know that you have to take care of George Bush and 
the trees that are in you. We cannot say, "I am separate and 
unique. I am not responsible for any of these things." Instead, 
we must learn to say, "By taking good care of myself, I take 
care of you. And by taking good care of you, I take care of 
myself." How can anyone work to protect the environment 
without this kind of insight? 

The second notion that prevents us from seeing reality as it 
is is the notion of a person, a human being. We usually 
discriminate between humans and non-humans, thinking that 
we are more important than other species. But since we 
humans are made of non-human elements, to protect ourselves 
we have to protect all of the non-human elements. There is no 
other way. If you think, "God created man in his own image 
and He created other things for man to use," you are already 
making the discrimination that man is more important than 
other things. When we see that humans have no self, we see 
that to take care of the environment (the non-human elements) 
is to take care of humanity. The best way to take good care of 
men and women so that they can be truly healthy and happy is 
to take care of the environment. 

I know ecologists who are not happy with their partners. 
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They work hard to improve the environment, partly to escape 
their family life. If someone is not happy within himself, how 
can he help the environment? That is why the Buddha teaches 
that to protect the non-human elements is to protect humans, 
and to protect humans is to protect non-human elements. 

The third notion we have to break through is the notion of 
a living being. We think that we living beings are different 
from inanimate objects, but according to the principle of 
interbeing, living beings are comprised of non-living-being 
elements. When we look into ourselves, we see minerals and 
all other non-living-being elements. Why discriminate against 
what we call inanimate? To protect living beings, we must 
protect the stones, the soil, and the oceans. Before the atomic 
bomb was dropped on Hiroshima, there were many beautiful 
stone benches in the parks. As the Japanese were rebuilding 
their city, they discovered that these stones were dead, so they 
carried them away and buried them. Then they brought in live 
stones. Do not think these things are not alive. They are alive. 
Atoms are always moving. Electrons move at nearly the speed 
of light. According to the teaching of Buddhism, these atoms 
and stones are consciousness itself. That is why discrimination 
by living beings against non-living beings should be discarded. 

The last notion is that of a life span. We think that we have 
been alive since a certain point in time and that prior to that 
moment, our life did not exist. This distinction between life 
and non-life is not correct. Life is made of death, and death is 
made of life. We have to welcome death, because it makes life 
possible. The cells in our body are dying every day, but we 
don't organize funerals for them. The death of one cell allows 
for the birth of another. Life and death are two aspects of the 
same reality. We must learn to die peacefully so that others 
may live. This deep meditation brings forth non-fear, non
anger, and non-despair, the strengths we need for our work. 
With non-fear, even when we see that a problem is huge, we· 
will not burn out. We will know how to make small, steady 
steps. If those who work to protect the environment 
contemplate these four notions, they will know how to be and 
how to act. 

In another beautiful Buddhist text, The Avatamsaka 
("Adorning the Buddha with Flowers") Sutra, the Buddha 
continues to elaborate his insights concerning our unity with 
our environment. In this sutra, the word "interpenetration" is 
introduced. Please meditate with me on the "Ten Penetra
tions." 

The first is, "All worlds penetrate a single pore. A single 
pore penetrates all worlds." Look deeply at a flower. It may 
be tiny, but the sun, the clouds, and everything else in the 
cosmos penetrate it. Nuclear physicists say very much the 
same thing: one electron is made by all electrons; one electron 
is in all electrons. 

The second penetration is, "All living beings penetrate one 
body. One body penetrates all living beings." When you kill a 
living being, you kill yourself and everyone else as well. 

The third is, "Infinite time penetrates one second. One 
second penetrates infinite time." Ksana means the shortest 
period of time, actually much shorter than a second. 



The fourth penetration is, "All Buddhist teachings pen
etrate one teaching. One teaching penetrates all Buddhist 
teachings." As a young monk, I had the opportunity to learn 
this important sentence: "Buddhism is made of non-Buddhist 
elements." So I always respect non-Buddhist elements. 
Whenever I study Christianity or Judaism, I fmd the Buddhist 
elements in them, and vice versa. All Buddhist teachings 
penetrate one teaching; and one teaching penetrates all 
Buddhist teachings. We are free. 

The fifth penetration is, "Innumerable spheres enter one 
sphere. One sphere enters innumerable spheres." A sphere is 
geographical space. Innumerable spheres penetrate into one 
particular area. And one particular area enters into innumer
able spheres. It means that when you destroy one area, you 
destroy every area. When you save one area, you save all 
areas. One. student asked me, "Thay, there are so many urgent 
problems, what should I do?" I said, "Take one thing and do it 
very deeply and carefully, and you will be doing everything at 
the same time." 

The sixth penetration is, "All sense organs penetrate one 
organ. One organ penetrates all sense organs" --eye, ear, 
nose, tongue, body, and mind. To take care of one means to 
take care of many. To take care of your eyes means to take 
care of the eyes of innumerable living beings. 

The seventh penetration is, "All sense organs penetrate 
non-sense organs. Non-sense organs penetrate all sense 
organs." Not only do non-sense organs penetrate sense 
organs, they also penetrate non-sense organs. There is no 
discrimination. Sense organs are made of non-sense-organ 
elements. That is why they penetrate non-sense organs. This 
helps us remember the teaching of the Diamond Sutra. 

The eighth penetration is, "One perception penetrates all 
perceptions. All perceptions penetrate one perception." If 
your perception is not accurate, it will influence all other 
perceptions in yourself and others. Suppose a bus driver has 
an incorrect perception. We know what may happen. One 
perception penetrates all perceptions. 

The ninth penetration is, "Every sound penetrates one 
sound. One sound penetrates every sound." This is a very 
deep teaching. We need to understand one sound or one word 
in order to understand all sounds and all words. 

The tenth penetration is, "All times penetrate one time. 
One time penetrates all times" - past, present, and future. In 
one second, you can find the past, present, and future. In the 
past, you can see the present and the future. In the present, you 
can find the past and future. In the future, you can find the past 
and present. They "inter-contain" each other. Space contains 
time, time contains space. In the teaching of interpenetration, 
one determines the other, the other determines this one. Once 
we realize our nature of "interbeing," we will stop blaming 
and killing, because we will know that we "inter-are." 

Interpenetration is an important Dharma door, but it still 
suggests that things that are outside of one another penetrate 
into each other. Interbeing is a step forward. You are already 
inside, so you don't have to enter it anymore. In contemporary 
nuclear physics, people talk about implicit order and explicit 
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order. In the explicit order, things exist outside of each 
other- the table outside of the flower, the sunshine outside of 
the cypress tree. Another way of looking at things is to see that 
they are inside each other- the sunshine inside the cypress 
tree. Interbeing is the implicit order. To practice mindfulness 
and to look deeply into the nature of things is to discover the 
true nature of interbeing. You will find peace, and you will 
develop the strength that enables you to be in touch with 
everything. With this understanding, you can easily sustain the 
work of loving and caring for the Earth and for each other for 
a long time. 

This essay is adaptedfrom a talk given by Thich Nhat Hanh at 
the Retreatfor Environmentalists in March 1991 in Malibu. 
California. These teachings were developed during the three
week June 1992 retreat at Plum Village on "Vipassana 
(Looking Deeply) in the Mahayana Tradition." Tapes of all of 
these lectures are available from Plum Village or Parallax 
Press. The teachings on the Diamond Sutra can also befound 
in Thai s newest book. The Diamond that Cuts through 
Illusion (Parallax Press). 



Environmentallnterbeing 
by Thich Nhat Hanh 

Although we human beings are animals, a part of nature, we 
single ourselves out from nature, thinking of other animals and 
living beings as "nature" and acting as if we are not a part of 
it. Then we ask ourselves, "How should we deal with nature?" 
The answer is we should deal with it the way we should deal 
with ourselves. We shouldn 't hann ourselves, and we should 
not harm nature. In fact, to hann nature is to harm ourselves. 

We humans think we are smart, but an orchid, for ex
ample, knows how to produce noble, symmetrical flowers, 
and a snail knows how to make a beautiful, well-proportioned 
shell. Compared with their knowledge, ours is not worth much 
at all. We should bow deeply before the orchid and the snail 
and join our palms reverently before the monarch butterfly 
and the magnolia tree. The feeling of respect for all species 
will help us recognize the noblest nature in ourselves. 

If you are a mountain climber or someone who enjoys the 
countryside or the forest, you know that forests are our lungs 
outside of our bodies. Yet we have been acting in a way that 
has allowed two million square miles of land to be deforested, 
and we have also destroyed the air, the rivers, and parts of the 
ozone layer. We are imprisoned in our small selves, thinking 
only of some comfortable conditions for this small self, while 
we destroy our large self. 

If we want to change the situation, we must begin by being 
our true selves. To be our true selves means we have to be the 
forest, be the river, and be the ozone layer. If we visualize 
ourselves as the forest, we will experience the hopes and fears 
of the trees. If we don't do this, the forests will die and we will 
lose our chance for peace. When we understand that we inter
are with the trees, we will know that it is up to us to make an 
effort to keep the trees alive. In the last twenty years, our auto
mobiles and factories have created acid rain that has destroyed 
so many trees. Because we inter-are with the trees, we know 
that if they do not live, we too will disappear very soon. 

An oak tree is an oak tree. That is all an oak tree needs to 
do. If an oak tree is less than an oak tree, we will all be in 
trouble. Therefore, we can say that the oak trees are preaching 
the Dhanna. In our former lives, we were rocks, clouds, and 
trees. We may have been an oak tree ourselves. This is not just 
Buddhist; it is scientific. We humans are a very young species 
- we appeared on the Earth only recently. We were plants, we 
were trees, and now we have become humans. We have to re
member our past existences and be humble. We can learn the 
Dhanna from an oak tree. In fact, each pebble, each leaf, and 
each flower is preaching the Saddharma Pundarika Lotus 
Sutra. 

When we look at green vegetables, we should know that it 
is the sun that is green and not just the vegetables. The green 
color in the leaves of the vegetables is due to the presence of 
the sun. Without the sun, no species of living being could 
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survive. Leaves absorb sunlight as it reflects on their surfaces, 
and they retain the energy of the sun, extracting carbon fTom 
the atmosphere to manufacture nutritive matter for the plant. 
Without sun, water, air, and soil, there would be no veg
etables. The vegetables are the coming-together of many 
conditions near and far. 

Everything is in transformation. All life is impermanent. 
We are all children of the Earth, and, at some time, she will 
take us back to her again. We are continually arising from 
Mother Earth, being nurtured by her, and then returning to the 
Earth. Like us, plants are born, live for a while, and then return 
to the Earth. When they decompose, they fertilize our gardens. 
Living vegetables and decomposing vegetables are part of the 

same reality. Without one, the other cannot be. After six 
months, compost becomes fresh vegetables again. Plants and 
the Earth rely on each other. Whether the Earth is fresh, beau
tiful, and green, or arid and parched depends on the plants. 

It also depends on us. Our way of walking on the Earth has 
a great influence on animals and plants. We have killed so 
many animals and plants and destroyed their environment. 
Many are now extinct. In turn, our environment is now 
hanning all of us. Polluted water and air are taking their toll. 
We are like sleepwalkers, not knowing what we are doing or 
where we are heading. Whether we can wake up or not 
depends on whether we can walk mindfully on our Mother 
Earth. The future of all life, including our own, depends on 
our mindful steps. 

In Heaven, the songs of the celestial birds teach us the 
ultimate reality. On Earth, too, the songs of the birds reveal to 
us our true nature. Birds' songs express joy, beauty, and 
purity, and evoke in us vitality and love. So many beings in 
the universe love us unconditionally. The trees, the water, and 
the air don't ask anything of us; they just love us. Even though 
we need this kind of love, we continue to destroy them. By 
destroying the animals, the air, and the trees, we are destroy
ing ourselves. We must learn to practice unconditional love 
for all beings so that the animals, the air, and the trees can 
continue to be themselves. 

Our ecology should be a deep ecology- not only deep, but 
universal. There is pollution in our consciousness. Television, 
films, and newspapers are forms of pollution for us and our 
children. They sow seeds of violence and anxiety in us and 



pollute our consciousness, just as we destroy our environment 
by fanning witb chemicals, clear-cutting tbe trees, and pollut
ing tbe water. We need to protect tbe ecology of tbe Eartb and 
tbe ecology of tbe mind, or tbis kind of violence and reckless
ness will spill over into even more areas of life. 

If tbe Eartb were your body, you would be able to feel 
many areas where she is suffering. Many people are aware of 
tbe world's suffering, and tbeir hearts are filled witb compas
sion. They know what needs to be done, and tbey engage in 
political, social, and environmental work to try to change 
tbings. But after a period of intense involvement, tbey become 
discouraged, because tbey lack tbe strengtb needed to sustain a 
life of action. Real strengtb is not in power, money, or 
weapons, but in deep, inner peace. The best way to take care 
of tbe environment is to take care of tbe environmentalist. 

Our Eartb, our green beautiful Eartb is in danger, and all of 
us know it. We act as if our daily lives have notbing to do witb 
the situation of tbe world, but if we can change our daily 
lives- the way we tbink, tbe way we speak, tbe way we act
we can change tbe world. 

These writings were gathered by Duncan Williams of Harvard 
Divinity SchoolJor his Master's Thesis on Buddhism and 
Ecology. 

An Interview with Thay 

by Stanley Young 

During the Retreatfor Environmentalists, a reporter from the 
Los Angeles Reader came to Camp Shalom and conducted 
this interview with Thay. 

What is your message to environmental activists? 
They must learn to take care of tbemselves. Activists need 
strength, especially spiritual strengtb. You can only share 
success or happiness when you have these tbings in yourself. 
So in order to take care of the environment, you have to take 
care of the environmentalist. Activists who want to protect the 
Eartb have to learn to protect tbemselves. This retreat is an 
opportunity for tbem to have the time to look deeply. Those of 
us who are wounded in the process of serving need to learn 
the art of healing ourselves-and to learn it from each other. 

Why is the environment in the shape we now find it? 
We have followed our desires. We have exploited the Eartb, 
and we have not been mindful of what we have been doing. 
According to my tradition, we "inter-are" with the Earth. We 
and the Eartb are one, and hurting one is hurting the other. 
Forgetting one is forgetting tbe otber. The best way to take 
care of tbe Eartb is to take care of your daily life. 

We need education, not just by writing articles or preach-
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ing sermons, but educating by our own way of living. If tbe 
Eartb is to be saved, it will be saved by our example, tbe way 
we drink, tbe way we eat, tbe way we consume. We can do it 
as individuals, but we must also do it as a community, a 
sangha, so tbat it will have a greater effect. 

But doesn't environmental activism also mean fighting 
corporations in court, or opposing loggers who want to clear
cut? 
If you do tbese tbings as a means of educating people, tben 
they are helpful. That is, you do tbese tbings not to oppose 
someone out of your hatred, but as a means to show what 
damage is being done to tbe environment. But if you tbink tbat 
you are fighting an enemy- tbe businessmen, tbe politicians, 
whoever may be tbe exploiters of tbe resources of the Eartb
that attitude becomes a problem, because it can only promote 
hatred and division. 

We have to understand the suffering of oppressed peoples, 
but that does not mean we have tbe right to annihilate the 
oppressors. Those who exploit and damage tbe Eartb also 
suffer, so we have to take actions tbat will help tbese people 
realize tbey are doing hann. They can learn from us. 

What do we do with our anger? 
Our task is to effectuate change. The peaceful way is non
dualistic, not taking sometbing or someone as an enemy. It is 
to try to transform tbe whole situation, including yourself. 
Hatred and anger are energies, but they are more destructive 
than helpful. The only kind of energy tbat can be constructive 
is compassion. When you are motivated by hatred, you are 
blind. When you are motivated by compassion, loving 
kindness, you can see. 

Doesn't compassion soften our actions? 
Compassion leads to tbe strongest kind of action. Compassion 
goes together with understanding, because in my tradition love 
is the fruit of understanding. When you are motivated by love, 
you are able to do whatever is needed to reduce suffering and 
bring happiness. You can die, yet you don't suffer, because 
your strength is compassion and understanding. 

In Vietnam during tbe war, some Buddhist monks burned 
themselves. That was a very courageous act, but many people 
didn't understand. They tbought it was an act of protest, but it 
was not. We were caught between tbe two warring parties, and 
we did not want to take sides. We only wanted to make our 
aspiration known, which was not to have a victory for anyone, 
but the survival of our people. We didn't have access to tbe 
same means as the warring parties- so we offered our bodies 
as a means of communication. If you don't have a deep 
understanding of tbe suffering of people, if you don't have 
strong compassion, you cannot take such an action. Please 
don't think that out of compassion you cannot have strong 
action. It is the opposite. 

Reprinted with permission from the Los Angeles Reader, 
Friday, April 12, 1991, Volume 13, Number 26. 



The New Case 
by Tyrone Cashman 

The world's political leaders, nation by nation, are waking up 
to the fact that while the old human/political/historical issues 
are still serious, there is a new issue. Till now, environmental 
problems have hovered on the edge of the consciousness of 
world leaders, pushed into the political arena, they felt, by 
scruffily-dressed, underemployed, and overeducated dreamers 
and troublemakers. Never has an environmental question been 
anything but a nuisance to a major political man or woman, a 
distraction from the "real issues": political, military, and 
economic power games. 

But gradually it is becoming clear to a few world leaders 
that, while their attention has been on political, military, and 
economic power games, a menacing figure has slowly moved 
from the horizon (where it had looked like a harmless smudge) 
up to the edge of the political playground where it can be seen 
to be an angry giant capable of sweeping not only their games 
and their toys, but themselves, their children, and all their great, 
great grandchildren into oblivion. This giant is the combina
tion of ozone depletion and global warming, coming as it does 
on the heels of a thousand previous assaults on natural eco
systems. For the first time the rhetoric that we could wipe out 
a great proportion of all life on Earth has become realistic. 

A series of events: 
1. In 1974, several American atmospheric scientists informed 

the U.S . government that the chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) we 
use might hann the protective ozone layer. For four years, no 
response. Then very slow and minimal response. 

2. In 1984-85, suddenly, without even the most pessimistic 
atmospheric scientists having guessed it, a huge hole in the 
ozone opened over the South Pole, exposing parts of South 
America, Australia, and New Zealand to high ultra-violet B 
(UV-B) radiation from the sun. Finally, a world meeting was 
called to ban CFCs on a rather slow timetable, by the year 
2000. Many related chemicals that also cause ozone depletion 
were not even included in this phase-out. 

3. Everyone was congratulating themselves that there had 
been a new thing, a world governmental response to an 
environmental problem. Today, due to high UV-B radiation 
under the ozone hole in Patagonia, there are stories of flocks 
of blind sheep led by blind shepherds. 

4. In the intervening seven years, it was noted that the 
ozone layer had been depleted over the northern hemisphere 
by 4% to 8%. (An 8% depletion of ozone leads to 18% 
increase in UV -B radiation.) 

5. Then, in the Fall of 1991, another jolt. Measurements 
over the Arctic showed that the potential for ozone depletic,)ll 
in the northern hemisphere was much more severe than any
one had thought. Concentrations of ozone-depleting chemicals 
were so high that instead of a serious 4% to 8% depletion over 
Canada, Maine, Scandinavia, Scotland, and Russia, scientists 
estimated that ozone losses would be as high as 40% in the 
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winter if certain weather patterns occurred. Concentrations of 
ozone depletors were so high that Michael Kurylo, NASA 
manager of upper-atmosphere research, said, "Everyone 
should be alarmed about this. It is far worse than we thought." 
This past year we were lucky. The weather did not produce 
the conditions necessary to produce an ozone hole. But the 
ozone-depleting chemicals remain in the atmosphere for 
decades. Next year or the year after, when conditions are right, 
we may be faced with a serious depletion in ozone over the 
northern latitudes during the winter and spring. In spring, 
plants are germinating and growing rapidly, and are especially 
vulnerable to damaging radiation. This is also the time when 
the vital oceanic phytoplankton, the single source of food for 
the entire aquatic food chain and the major carbon sink 
protecting us/rom global warming. is going through its 
reproductive bloom and is maximally sensitive to lethal UV-B 
radiation. The actual situation regarding depletion of the ozone 
layer is worse than the investigators' "worst case scenario." 

Now let us add another global problem, the increase of global 
temperatures due to 100 years of heavy coal and oil use. We 
have been increasingly digging and pumping carbon com
pounds (coal and oil) out of the ground, where they do no one 
any harm. Then we vaporize them into carbon dioxide gas 
which traps the heat from yesterday's sunshine under a 
transparent blanket. Over time, this inevitably causes a build
up of heat. A warming of even a few degrees, occurring over 
the whole globe. can make an enormous difference. For 
example, the average temperature of the Earth at the coldest 
point during the last great ice age was only 4° to 8° F colder 
than the temperature today! That slight difference caused 
glaciers to cover nearly 1/3 of the Earth's landscape. 



Several years ago, curious about the feel of an ice age, I 
decided to study the spot where I lived, a small house near 
downtown Minneapolis. The house is surrounded by tall trees, 
with balmy summers, squirrels, and bumper crops of grain that 
extend for 300 miles in every direction. I tried to imagine what 
that spot looked like 20,000 years ago at the peak of the last 
Ice Age (when the average temperature was roughly 5° F 
cooler than today). In a moment of daring, I imagined that tlle 
ice was maybe 100 feet deep on that spot. Later I studied the 
maps of the glaciers during the Ice Age, and I found that the 
ice had been one mile deep over that spot during the Ice Age. 

James Lovelock, creator of the Gaia Hypothesis, says that 
the world warmed from Ice Age temperatures to balmy 
landscapes as carbon dioxide levels increased. Atmospheric 
carbon dioxide rose from 180 parts per million (ppm) during 
the Ice Age to 280 ppm just before the industrial revolution. 
Ten years from now, if we continue burning coal and oil, we 
will have put another 100 ppm of carbon dioxide and carbon 
dioxide equivalents into the air. As a result, climate scientists 
predict a 4° to 8° F average rise in temperature over the next 
years. We are creating a new Hot Age. 

What will the Hot Age be like? We don't know for sure, 
but with computers we can estimate that a hotter global 
climate will show much hotter summers and drier soils in the 
centers of the continents. Weather everywhere is expected to 
be less predictable. This is likely to mean frequent droughts in 
the central parts of the continents: the American Breadbasket, 
the Russian agricultural heartland, and the major food
producing areas of China, India, and South America. Where 
droughts do not happen, unpredictable weather may well lead 
to frequent crop failures. One of the most certain impacts of 
warming is that the sea level will rise by at least two feet in the 
next 100 years, drowning low coastal cities, whole island 
nations, and the food-producing deltas of Egypt, Louisiana, 
and Bangladesh. During these same warming decades, the 
human population will be pushing its limits, perhaps doubling 
in size to ten billion. Thus. it seems that massive, unrelenting 
famine will take place on most of the world's continents. 

Even a realistic optimist's scenario is not pretty. The 
pessimist's is bad beyond imagination. The human population 
could be reduced to a fraction of our present size, living on 
mountains along the new coastlines where the rains will still 
fall but the floods won't be so destructive. Ecosystems 
everywhere are likely to unravel, unable to adapt to the speed 
with which the Hot Age comes. As species most vulnerable to 
heat, drought, and blindness from UV-B radiation go extinct, 
the links that hold the natural systems together will give way. 

With Tolstoy, we ask, "What then shall we do?" We have 
to work to reduce the world's carbon dioxide and CFC emis
sions. It's as simple as that. The technologies are ready, and 
the expense is not exorbitant. How this can be done is the 
subject of another essay. 

Tyrone Cashman is a practicing Buddhist. an expert in 
alternative energy technologies. a philosopher. and a social 
activist who lives in the San Francisco Bay Area. 
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Touching the Earth 
by Wendy Johnson 

On the twentieth anniversary of Earth Day, His Holiness the 
Dalai Lama offered four reasons for us to be hopeful: the dedi
cation to nonviolence in such violent times, the strength of the 
individual in the face of adversity, the arising of religious life, 
and an awakening to our connection with our environment. 

The deepest response I know to what is happening to our 
world through our own carelessness, greed, and confusion is 
the response of Shakyamuni Buddha to Lord Mara 2,500 
years ago. When asked by what right, at whose invitation, he 
was allowed to sit in meditation beneath the Tree of Awaken
ing, the Buddha responded by extending his right hand and 
touching the Earth. This image of an awakened being sitting 
beneath an ancient shade tree and touching the Earth, calling 
on the Earth to be his witness, is an image of guidance and 
strength for our times. In some iconographic representations 
of the Earth-touching mudra, the Earth rises up to meet the 
Buddha in the form of a female Earth goddess. This image is 
vital because it illustrates the mutual connection between one 
who loves the Earth and the Earth herself. 

We live in a unique time in world history. An area of 
tropical rainforest the size of a football field is destroyed every 
second. By the end of this century, an estimated one million 
plant and animal species will have become extinct. And we 
are witness to so much human suffering, as evidenced in the 
turmoil of south-central Los Angeles in early .May. Yet we 
also know that we have the ability to do something about the 
situation facing our world. Despite this, we act as if both the 
problems and our ability to address them are not real. These 
are times that call us to look deeply at what we are doing and 
to come into direct connection with our Earth, just as 
Shakyamuni Buddha did when he called upon the Earth to be 
his witness by touching the soil with his right hand and feeling 



the spirit of the Earth respond. Only by looking deeply and 
sustaining our gaze, even though this may be painful or diffi
cult, can we discover our common work, how we can serve. 

"Tum towards the world and try and articulate it, for that is 
what the ancients did as long as they were alive. Every excel
lent endeavor turns from within toward the world." These 
words, spoken by Goethe more than 100 years ago, are 
guideposts for action in our times. Every excellent endeavor 
turns from the self outward, since we are connected in every 
way. The study of ecology focuses on habitation, on the rela
tionship of organisms. The Greek root of the word "ecology" 
is oikos, meaning home or dwelling. We are speaking of inha
biting our world, our neighborhood, our Earth, as our home. 
And this inhabitation is characterized by passionate, steady 
involvement in what we love. When I consider the work of 
taking care of our Earth and of each other, I feel that we are 
taking marriage vows: Know one another in every way. Love, 
honor, and protect one another. And take risks together in 
order to bring back into balance what has been disturbed. 

Here are some standards that arise when I consider the 
ecology of caring for our world: 

1. Fall in love with the Earth. the land. the place you 
inhabit. Be corrected by affection. Be guided by connection. 
Look deeply, touch the Earth. In ancient Hebrew, Adama 
means soil or red Earth. Adama gives rise to the word for hu
man being, man: "Adam." So the first human being could also 
be called, "son or daughter of the red Earth." In English this 
loving connection is found in the correspondence between 
"humus" (fertile Earth) and "human," and it is expressed in 
humility, or loving connection. Lest we get too human
centered, please remember that there are more microorgan
isms in half a cup of fertile Earth than human beings on the 
planet. These microorganisms create the soil that sustains our 
life. 

2. Look deeply at where you live. Know your place in every 
way so that you understand how to act. Those of us living in 
urban areas can also commit our energy to connecting with 
where we live. Notice when the trees on your street bud out 
and burst into flower, when the birds arrive and depart, and 
when they sing and fall silent. Notice how the rain runs away 
after a storm. And notice how you feel when you slow down 
enough to pay this kind of attention. Some of the most 
inspiring grass-roots work is now being done by committed 
people in urban areas joining together to create community 
gardens- gardens for the homeless as in Santa Cruz, Califo~
nia; gardens for the blind, for the terminally ill, for people 
with AIDS; gardens for children; and gardens for the comfort 
and integration of diverse, cultural populations. 

3. Use your imagination! Be a practical dreamer, one 
committed to never stepping into the same garden twice, and 
one committed to knowing your limits and boundaries. Then 
watch these boundaries change and be redefined by your 
effort. Liberty Hyde Bailey called on American agriculture at 
the birth of the twentieth century to "create a system which 
relies on thought, ingenuity, care, personal involvement, and 
technology." This means a direct application of mindfulness, 
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infused with the spirit and dedication of imagination. 
4 . Learn from your children and teach them what you 

know. Together, create and build sangha. Every year the 
resident children of Green Gulch Farm Zen Center come 
together to make dry flower wreaths from the Green Gulch 
garden. They sell these wreaths and donate all their earnings to 
help support a poor family in Vietnam. Over the years a real 
connection has grown up between the Green Gulch children 
and the family they sponsor. This year the Zen Center children 
visited a shelter for the homeless and spent an evening 
teaching wreath-making to twenty children there. In the Eel 
River region of northern California, a citizen advisory council 
has been formed to consider a complex array of environmental 
issues: two high school students are very active members of 
the Board of Directors of this citizens' council. There are 
many more instances of young people engaging in our world, 
thoroughly and inventively, finding ways to make a differ
ence. I hope that every healthy association of friends and 
people committed to engagement with our world will have 
active participation from younger children. In this way we 
form an ecology of consciousness. We can actually grow our 
awareness just as we grow a garden. In ancient Japan, a 
community of practitioners living together and studying the 
Dharma was called sorin, "a forest thicket." This is a wonder
ful image for the modem world where we must learn to live 
together in harmony and difference, like the distinct and 
interdependent trees of a forest thicket sangha. 

5 . Whenever possible. become downwardly mobile. Find 
your true pace. enjoy your life. When a piece of Earth grows 
tired and loses fertility, it is restored by fallowing, or letting it 
rest for a season. The word "sabbatical" comes from the 
respected practice of dropping usual responsibilities and 
taking time to develop your deeper interests. Sabbath is the 
day of rest, the lazy day around which the week revolves. So 
land that is fallowed is land that is allowed to be wild and 
uncultivated, land allowed to rest; for out of this rest period, 
great fertility results. 

"You never know what is enough," said William Blake, 
"until you know what is more than enough." The pace of the 
modem world has shown us what is more than enough. 
Therefore, it is a vital and radical act to slow down. In order to 
look deeply at our world, to touch the Earth and to sustain our 
gaze, we must prepare ourselves by living in the present 
moment and by fmding our true pace. Real sustainability 
depends on a healthy body and mind; therefore, in taking up 
the challenge of our times, be flexible and bold. A sense of 
humor helps a lot. So do good friends and the ability to be 
fallow when you need to. Let love for this world be your 
context, your food, your spiritual source. Directed by real 
love, even in the presence of great fear and pain, put out your 
hand and touch the Earth. Look deeply, sustain the gaze, and 
out of awakened mindfulness, take up the work you are called 
to do at this time. 

Wendylohnson is the head gardener at Green Gulch. near 
San Francisco. and a Dharma Teacher in the Tiep Hien Order. 



Environmental Identity 
by Mitchell Thomashow 

As an educator, I work with adults who are studying to 
become environmental professionals, including those who 
have made this career decision at an early age and mid-career 
adults dramatically changing their professional and personal 
lives. Whatever the depth of awareness of this career decision, 
most aspiring environmentalists perceive themselves as choos
ing more than a profession- they are searching to link their 
personal identity to an environmental way of life. Their envi
ronmentalism is, in fact, intrinsic to their personal identity. 

Through a variety of techniques, I try to instill in them the 
importance of self-reflection and clear attentiveness to their 
own environmental identity development, which includes their 
developmental relationship with nature. Such themes as 
wilderness experiences, relationships to other species, 
relationship to material life, and sense of place might be the 
stage through which an individual develops changing concepts 
of self and works out criticallifecycle decisions. Our relation
ship to nature is inextricably linked to cycles of ego develop
ment. During various stages of our life we conceive of nature 
differently. What is a secret space for a child becomes a sacred 
space for the adult. Mountains, landscapes, gardens, cities, our 
fields of experience are regarded differently depending on the 
lifecycle changes we confront. This is understood by educa
tors, who observe the subtleties of environmental identity as 
they're manifested in children, adolescents, adults, seniors, 
etc. It is recognized by psychologists who describe the 
symbolic, unconscious function of environmental experiences. 

I have developed a curriculum during which students seem 
to undergo a distinct sequence of emotional stages: (1) Afflf
mation and Support, (2) Anxiety, Despair, Blame, and Guilt, 
and (3) Meaning, Responsibility, and Action. We explore 
these through "environmental meditations" that use the natural 
environment, for example habitats, weather, or biogeography, 
as a bridge to meditative awareness. Students can do these 
alone or in a group, sitting, standing, walking, or lying down. 
Here is an example-a "yin-yang meditation." The students 
find a deep, dark, earthy, enclosed spot, and focus entirely on 
the elements of that place- wind, sound, smell, texture, 
moisture. Then they do the same in a prominent, exposed, sky
view spot. It is important to let students know that these 
exercises are not threatening, since many people have no 
previous experience of meditation. Following meditation, 
observation, and hiking, the group reconvenes to discuss their 
experiences. I often ask them to consider how we can develop 
routines and rituals that can incorporate such meditative 
outdoor experiences into their environmental practice. 

We also study resource transformation as another way of 
studying ourselves. I ask students to examine the ecological
economic pathway of every day commodities. Holding up a 
magic marker, for example, I give the students a sheet of 
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blank newsprint on which to draw a diagram outlining 
everything they know about the production, distribution, and 
consumption of magic markers. Typically, their papers remain 
blank. They have virtually no knowledge about this commod
ity-how it is produced, whether its use entails environmental 
pollution, or whether it raises any other political issues such as 
the quality of the work environment, etc. Then we repeat the 
exercise using a piece of toast. Where does the bread come 
from? What about the toaster oven? I examine its style and 
consider its consumer accoutrements. I note that it is plugged 
into a complex network of wires and energy. I ask the students 
if they can trace the process by which bread becomes toast. 

As a follow-up assignment, I ask them to consider a tool of 
the information age. After describing all the benefits and 
pleasures they derive from this tool, they are instructed to 
learn as much as they can about its production and derivation. 
In effect, they are asked to be mindful about the use of this 
tool. Where does it come from? Why do they use it? What 
purpose does it serve? What are the ramifications of its use? 

In a world filled with promises of endless consumer 
wealth, we are perennially tempted with the fruits of material 
affluence. If our culture teaches us anything, it is how to use 
commodities as symbols of personal development. Merely flip 
through the advertisements in any magazine, even Sierra 
Magazine, where countless pages are filled with the goods of 
environmental consumerism. Here we find an environmental 
style, a stereotypical character who dresses in natural fabrics, 
enjoys rugged good looks, drives a Volvo, and adores 
compact binoculars and cameras. 

Few of us are immune to the relentless pressure to define 
ourselves through our commodities. Whether through our 
clothes, our car, our computer, or even our wilderness 
equipment, we face a persistent struggle: how do we separate 
legitimate interests, joys, and curiosities from the traps of 
style, image, and consumer addiction? This question is 
fundamental to environmental identity. "Ultimately," we must 
ask ourselves, "how do we wish to live?" 

We really cannot answer this question without direct 
knowledge of where things come from. Outside Magazine 
may help us choose the best mountain bike. It may even tell us 
about the ecological impact of these bikes. But it is unlikely to 
provide a taxonomy of the natural resource transformation 
process that yields the bicycle. In other words, we are 
infrequently exposed to the ground floor of material life, the 
economic and ecological basis of commodity production. In 
most cases, we just don't know where the products of our 
everyday lives come from . 

Environmental identity is formed not only on the basis of 
our aesthetic and spiritual connection to the natural world, but 
also out of our understanding of the processes of natural 
resource transformation. Our participation in material produc
tion, our relationship to technology, and our awareness of 
environmental pollution all have cognitive, effective, and 
symbolic connotation. To describe a natural resource is to 
consider a potential. The eastern white pine may be a ship's 
mast, the floor of a house, an ornament, a shrine, or a weed. It 



depends on who you are, when and where you lived, and to 
what culture you belong. 

We live in a world of families, children, and jobs, as well 
as countless accoutrements and necessities-automobiles, 
money, rent, mortgage, and appliances. We may dwell for 
hours in the texts of environmental philosophy only to return 
to the demands of our children. Environmental responsibility 
is something that happens all the time. From disposable 
diapers to global warming, our action is always needed, our 
mindfulness essential. Sometimes we succeed in living by our 
principles. Sometimes we fail, and can only remind ourselves 
to do better the next time. 

Environmental identity is lodged in the real circumstances, 
events, and habitats of everyday life. The task for the educator 
is to present students with a process that enables them to 
integrate these experiences. "Sense of place" is a concept 
around which such integration occurs. Sense of place is the 
domestic basis of environmentalism and the source of our 
deepest connection to the natural world. I ask the students to 
describe (metaphorically or literally) both their formative 
environmental experiences and their ideals and wishes for the 
future. Through this process of self-reflection they come to 
understand their own sense of place, people, community, land, 
and species that form their networks of domesticity and 
exploration, the sources of their sustenance and struggle. 

This exercise of developing a "sense of place map" allows 
students to create a geography of their environmental identity. 
Real places take on new meaning. They become good, wild, 
and sacred, as Gary Snyder describes. Students rediscover 
their sources of inspiration, their blocks to awareness, their 
totems. They review the patterns of their lives. They assert 
what is important for them, visually recreating many of their 
most meaningful experiences. In some cases, they recognize 
how difficult it is to establish meaningful community and how 
sense of place is so easily eroded, how sacred places become 
wounded. They recall special places from their past that no 
longer exist, although they still reside as internal sanctuaries, 
that offer them important stories and lessons. And they 
discover the links between personal development and natural 
places, out of which they formulate environmental identity. 

The various distractions of everyday life--the conflicting 
impulses that drive our energy, the struggle of living in a 
culture that devalues nature-make it difficult and rare to 
discuss such seemingly impractical ideas as environmental 
identity. But such discourse is an opportunity to integrate 
theory and practice and gain a deeper awareness. I call this 
approach "mystical ecology" because it represents the use of 
the natural environment as a bridge to meditative awareness. 
"Mystical" connotes wonder, awe, and transcendence, and 
"ecology" connotes life, energy, and interconnectedness. 

Mitchell Thomashow, Co-Chair of Environmental Studies at 
Antioch College/New England, attended Th/iy's 1991 retreat 
for environmentalists. A copy of a longer version of this article 
appeared in Trumpeter, Summer 1991. 
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Going on Retreat 
by Lois Barber 

In October 1990 I received a letter inviting me to a retreat for 
environmentalists, to be held in California in March 1991. 
Normally, in the rush of my busy day, such a letter would go 
into the pile "to be attended to later." But precisely because I 
was busy and feeling overwhelmed and overworked, this letter 
went right to my heart. It was from James Thornton, a Senior 
Attorney of the National Resources Defense Counsel. He said 
that most of us work too long and too hard with our nose too 
close to the grindstone. Caught up in an intense pace, fueled 
by the perceived urgency and dire seriousness of everything 
we do, we are always behind schedule and out of breath. Then 
he described this retreat as an opportunity to slow down, 
breathe, and get back in touch with the reasons we do environ
mental work- the love of beauty, joy, and all the wonders 
about being alive on this planet. The idea of devoting six days 
to silent meditation seemed improbable if not impossible for 
me. But James' description of Thich Nhat Hanh as a gentle 
teacher, guiding people in a simple meditation practice to help 
one be at peace within the environment of oneself and 
consequently more effective at bringing peace to the environ
ment of the planet, convinced me. I decided to go. 

The day the retreat began, my brother, pragmatic and 
skeptical, drove me from his home in Santa Barbara to the 
camp in Malibu. We turned in from the Coast Highway and 
drove five miles up a very twisty, narrow canyon road-the 
kind you don't take your eyes off for a split second. The 
landscape was strange to this New Englander who had just left 
snow on the ground. It was dry, with lots of sage and low
branching coast oaks covered with millions of waxy green 
leaves. Marty left me at Camp Shalom with a hug, saying 
"You can call anytime and I'll come get you if you need to 
bailout." I felt the strangeness of being in a new and different 
place and not knowing what I had gotten into. 

The first night of the retreat, it poured- a blessing for the 
parched California earth. The thunder and the rain crashed 
down on the thin wooden roof of the cabin. The shallow creek 
turned up its volume as it danced by not far from my window. 
The drenching, racing water felt very close around me. 

In the morning we had to make our way through and 
around large puddles to get to the meditation hall. I took a 
place in the last row, not wanting to disturb anyone if I 
couldn't sit still. Thich Nhat Hanh came in and the 200 
participants began our morning practice. He had the quietest 
voice I had ever heard. The quietness came through even with 
the amplification of the microphone. He talked, we listened, 
and then he showed us what he meant and we would try it out. 
It was slow and gentle. He gave some practical suggestions, 
including telling us we could sit any way we felt comfortable, 
even on a chair. He said when people ask him why he sits on a 
cushion on the floor to meditate, he answers, "Because I like 



it." At this his face broke into a smile, a beautiful smile that 
over the week we would come to know well as punctuation 
marks in his talks. During the week he talked with us two to 
three hours every day, building each day on the lesson of the 
day before. In addition, there were times for questions and 
answers, or questions and questions. I realized that I had had a 
few preconceptions about meditation that were incorrect. 

During the six days, we learned that meditation is a skill 
you learn and then apply to what you do in the rest of your 
life. Meditation is focusing your concentration on one thing
doing just one thing. First you become aware of the object, 
then you recognize it for what it is, then you become one with 
it. Thay taught us to meditate on our breath, "something you 
always have with you." "In/out; deep/slow; calm/ease; smile/ 
release; present moment/wonderful moment." He said that 
gathas are helpful in keeping your concentration focused the 
way a handrail helps guide you across a slippery log bridge 
that spans a rushing creek. 

We took silent, slow walks along the canyon trails. To 
practice the sitting or walking meditation is to practice being 
in the present moment, being at one with what you are doing. 
The idea is to be able to transfer this mindfulness to every
thing else you do. Always live in the fullness and wonder of 
the present moment. It is all we've got. Be there, enjoy it, love 
it. "Walk as if you are the happiest person on Earth," he said. 
"You can be the happiest person on Earth. All the riches of the 
world are there for you to have. Take them." This example 
from a man who felt the tragedy of the Vietnam War close up, 
who lived through it, who saw his country, friends, and loved 
ones destroyed. He showed us how to be at one with the joy of 
the present moment. 

Thay explained that being mindful increases your appre
ciation of the beauty and wonder of the world-the flowers, 
the blue sky, the rain, someone's sparkling eyes, the miracle 
of your own eyes through which you see. These seeds of 
happiness and beauty become agents of transformation within 
you. 

He emphasized that to be effective we must begin by 
taking care of ourselves. The theme of the week was a simple 
line that Thay said one morning, "To take care of the environ
ment, you must take care of the environmentalist. Of course 
we need to focus on what is wrong in the world, but if we only 
do this we will be overcome and we will die. That is why we 
need to focus on what is not wrong. Rediscover what is not 
wrong and celebrate it. Nourish it, smile on it, contemplate the 
beauty of it, and it will nourish and heal you." 

I was nourished throughout the week by Thay's teachings, 
by practicing conscious breathing, by the quiet walks in the 
chaparral canyon landscape, and by the discussion groups with 
other environmentalists. We spent most of the week in silence, 
but a few hours every afternoon and evening were set aside for 
talking. During two afternoon sessions my group discussed the 
need to make the environmental movement, and specifically 
our organizations and workplaces, more in tune with what we 
were learning. Several of us agreed to keep in touch and 
develop some plans to carry out these ideas. 
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The week ended with a joyous Passover Seder and then a 
walking meditation to greet the Easter sunrise. Just as we 
reached the crest of the hill, the full moon set over the ocean 
and the brilliant sun rose from behind the mountains in the 
east. We sang, acknowledged our individual and collective 
fears, anger, and grief, and we shared communion celebrating 
the birth and resurrection of the God within us all. As the sun 
rose, the hills around us lit up as did our spirits. 

Lois Barber is/ounder and President 0/20/20 Vision, a 
nationwide citizen lobbying organization. For information, 
contact 20/20 Vision. 30 Cottage Street. Amherst. MA 01002. 

Revisioning Our Work 
by Thomas Urquhart 

Easter morning in the Malibu Hills. The full moon comes to 
rest on a distant ridge, then melts into the cliffs. We stand in a 
circle and watch the red peaks come alive in the first light, and 
the shadows retreat from the east down their flanks. The clear 
note of a bell sounds, and over the mountains behind us, the 
sun rises. For an instant, it is like squinting through a brass 
hole straight into infinity. 

The sunrise service is the conclusion of a six-day medita
tion retreat with Zen master Thich Nhat Hanh. Some 200 
environmental activists had come together from all over the 
country, representing the movement in microcosm. They came 
to be healed, to share, and to look for new ways to protect our 
planet. Some were practicing Buddhists; others, like me, were 
absolute beginners. It was, by any standard, an extraordinary 
event and is likely to have made a lasting impression on all 
those who participated. 

Interbeing and mindfulness could be the cornerstones for 
environmental practice. During the retreat, Thich Nhat Ranh 
taught us to approach these ideas through breathing medita
tion, sometimes sitting, sometimes walking. "Let the Earth 
nourish and refresh you. You only have to breathe in and 
breathe out to have the sun, the moon, the sky, the mountains; 
to have eyes to see, ears to hear, feet to climb." To hear these 
concepts so beautifully invoked, so simply expressed, was a 
transforming experience. 

The week before, heavy rains had broken the drought in 
California, bringing the chaparral to life again. But they also 
caused landslides and washed away tons of soil from plots 
precariously developed on the steep slopes. This dichotomy 
reminded me that even as we were meditating on ways to heal 
the biosphere, my colleagues back home in Maine were 
participating in a conference on economy and ecology. Two 
gatherings looking in very different ways at the same ques
tion: How can we live on Earth? If only these two sides of the 
environmental dilemma-spiritual and material---could be 
brought into harmony. 



At Maine Audubon, we pride ourselves on our rational, 
responsible approach to environmental issues. We analyze 
cause and effect. In our education programs, we layout the 
evidence for people to make their own choices; and in our 
advocacy we temper this by pointing out what the law requires 
and ensuring that our natural resources are basically protected. 
That is the approach we bring to discussions with business and 
industry. It is an approach that has been generally successful. 

But the time has come to complement this approach with 
one that appeals directly to our spiritual needs. The experience 
in the Malibu Hills underscored for me the need to breathe 
new life into the environmental debate. I found myself 
wondering: if our conferences were preceded by meditation 
retreats, what might the harvest be? What would it take for 
such a conference to arrive at a common vision of a sustain
able, (no, nurturing) future, one that brings spiritual and 
material well-being to the world? 

Rational debate has allowed us to make great strides in 
bridging the gap that pits business against the environment. 
The business community readily concedes that groups like 
Maine Audubon have raised its consciousness of the need to 
protect natural resources. But our laws and institutions are still 
not meeting the scale of the challenge that our expectations 
have set for us. We drive more, we eat more, we throwaway 
more than 95% of the rest of the world. The challenge is 
simply that the rest of the world cannot live the way we do 
without destroying it. In the face of this fact, and a basic sense 
of fair play, arguments in favor of or against growth in Maine 
pale into insignificance. 

lf we are to challenge the assumption that we can go on 
"pigging out" at the world's expense, tinkering around the 
edges is not going to be enough. Our democratic system is not 
proving decisive enough to deal with the magnitude of global 
environmental problems. The watered-down legislation it 
produces cannot meet the scale of the threat. What is needed is 
for us collectively to tighten our belts and check our consumer 
expectations. The strength and wisdom to do that, Thich Nhat 
Hanh suggests, can only come from mindfulness: opening 
ourselves to the recognition of what our actions mean and do. 

That would be a quantum leap in the environmental debate 
that would transcend taking sides pro- or anti-development. 
We may have gone as far as we can go regulating the way we 
do business. We are all in this together: we need a vehicle for 
recognizing that fact, one that will fire our imagination and 
resolve. It will have to be powerful enough to connect us 
individually, institutionally, and governmentally to the Earth. 
My experience before Easter gave me a glimpse of how we 
might achieve such a vision. 

Thomas Urquhart, Executive Director of the Maine Audubon 
Society, originally wrote this article for Habitat: Journal of the 
M.A.S. (Vol . 8, No. 3, June 1991). 
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The Heart of the Selva 
by Joan Halifax 

The Selva Lacandona of Chiapas, Mexico, is the second 
largest rainforest in the Western Hemisphere. In the 1940s, it 
covered more than 13,000 square kilometers. Today 3,312 
square kilometers are preserved. Called the Montes Azules 
Biosphere Reserve, its presence has a profound effect on 
many aspects of our lives, including the weather in North 
America. 

In February of 1992, twenty-five of us from different 
cultures walked into the heart of the Lacandon rainforest. The 
morning before we left, we all sat in meditation on a high deck 
overlooking the forest and fields near the archaeological site 
of Palenque. We could see patches of old, dark-green forest 
canopy spotted with flowers. We could also see large ravaged 
areas where cattle now graze. From the small "forest islands" 
that float in the expanse of clearcut fields, a profusion of 
butterflies filled the air, and we could hear small troops of 
howler monkeys. 

At the end of the sitting practice, one member of the group 
offered this reminder: "We have nowhere to go, nothing to 

do." Keeping this in mind, we sorted our food and equipment 
and reduced our personal gear. Then we began the long, dusty 
drive through vast deforested areas to Lacanja, a Lacandon 
settlement on the edge of the great forest island now protected 
by the Mexican government. Most of us had fallen into silence 
as we looked at the naked landscape through which we 
passed. The three deadly sins to the forest-cattle, chainsaws, 
and cars- have for decades been in full force in this area. I 
kept remembering: "Nowhere to go; nothing to do." As we 
traveled by car over rough roads through the desolation, I also 
remembered the Japanese expression: mono no aware, "the 
slender sadness" that arises when we remember that no matter 
how hard we try, life consumes life, suffering is engendered 



A Lacandon Boy 

through our very existence. Traveling to our basecamp, we go 
by car. This too contributes to the destruction of the forest, as 
Pemex, the national petroleum company of Mexico, continues 
its invasion of the region. 

Finally, we stepped under the forest canopy. "Going 
nowhere," we took many steps, each one demanding our total 
attention. The floor of a tropical forest is a wild mass of 
tangled roots, the shallow soil inviting the great old trees not 
to penetrate but to spread and seek nourishment from the 
Earth's surface. We walked on no trails, animal trails, hunting 
trails, and horse trails as we humbly followed our two 
Lacandon Indian friends in their natural habitat. We were 
defmitely out of our element. Walking required such complete 
attention that soon many of us fell into an absorbed if not 
desperate silence. The forest is a master teacher of mindful 
walking. One moment of wandering mind could mean a 
twisted ankle, a painful fall, a close and unwanted encounter 
with another species. 

We swam in forest rivers, stood mute in clouds of butter
flies, vividly scanned for snakes, and looked for signs of 
jaguar. Most of us never made peace with the insect popula
tion.1n fact, as we stood in a circle before we left Lacanja and 
talked about our fears and concerns, insects were not men
tioned. In the end, it was the tiny and powerful presence of 
biting insects that brought many of us to our knees (if not our 
ankles). Small things mean a lot in this forest world. 

The forest also brought us to our senses. The day after we 
came out, most of us felt that we had been entered by the 
forest as we entered the forest. The forest was breathing us as 
we breathed it. As we made our way down the forest trails, the 
forest was making paths in us. Ten days later, as I met with 
friends and associates in New York City, I realized that I was 
still completely embedded in my sensory system. I felt wild 
and overawake, a house with all of its windows and doors 
wide open. Or to put it another way, I was at that moment 
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adapting poorly to the ways of the city and civilization. 
Bringing the rainforest to the city in the form of milled 
mahogany is one thing. Bringing it in the atmosphere of the 
mind is something else again. 

When we sat in council after our return from the Selva, we 
realized that more had transpired than we could have antici
pated. On the side of "good works for other beings," the 
Lacandon Rainforest Protection Agency has now been created 
to be a bridge for researchers and students who want to enter 
the region. It is also raising funds for Ecosfera, an environ
mental research organization doing vital work in understand
ing and protecting the area. 

In the heart of the Selva live Manuela and Pedro Sanchez 
and their large extended family . Over forty years ago, Pedro's 
father homesteaded the area. Now, Pedro and Manuela's 
seven sons, two of their daughters, and their offspring live and 
farm in what is now the center of a national park. Their 
domain is expanding and with the increase of the Sanchez 
family, the land they cultivate increases. The Mexican 
government wants them to leave. We explored another 
alternative with the Sanchez family. These Tzeltal men and 
women know the forest like they know their own hands. Since 
childhood, they have walked, explored, hunted, and farmed 
the area. They know the habitats and habits of the creatures. 
They know the location and usage of a vast number of plant 
species. They, like their Lacandon neighbors, are the true 
naturalists of the Selva. Our visit to their rancho was the flrst 
experiment on how their rancho can potentially become an 
educational and research center, their sons and daughters the 
hosts, naturalists and guides of the area. The Sanchez's life in 
the Selva may be preserved if they choose to work for the 
preservation of the forest. 

We also worked for the reconciliation of the Sanchez 
family with their Lacandon neighbors, who are trying to 
protect their rights and hunting lands. When all of us enjoyed 
silence and prayer before shared meals, smoked the sacred 
pipe and entered the sweatlodge, sat in council (in four 
languages), or made our way collectively through the forest, it 
was clear that we wanted to live in a peaceful and caring way 
with each other. Our "experiment in community" was a new 
and unusual experience for our friends from the forest. And it 
was a model of a possibility for respectful communication, 
understanding, and compassion between cultures. 

And for those of us who were shortly to travel north, as 
many questions came out of the journey as there were 
answers. On our second walking day, when I was alone on the 
trail, I stopped after an hour or so and stood still and silent in 
the wet green of old trees and young ferns . I felt for an instant 
that my whole body was covered with eyes. All of me wanted 
to see; wanted to know and understand. As I gazed into the 
forest, this simple question came to me. "What is seeing me 
that I am not seeing?" I was to carry this question throughout 
the many steps of the journey. I carry it still. 

Joan Halifax isfounder and director of the Upaya Founda
tion, Santa Fe, and a teacher in the Order of Interbeing. 



Overcoming Burnout 
Discussion from Environmentalists' Retreat 

Randy Hayes (Director, Rainforest Action Network): I was 
working in the Southwest some years ago, fighting uranium 
mining on the reservations, and some of us were complaining 
about burnout In the midst of our complaining, one Sioux Indian 
looked over at us and said, "'Burnout' is just not in my language. 
This is a matter of life and death." The way he said it was truly 
inspirational, and since that time, I rarely use the word "burn
out," except to explain why I don't use it. There is an ebb and 
a flow to all we do, and sometimes the work gets difficult. But 
when I realize what an honor it is to work on such serious life
and-death matters, energy springs forth in me to maintain the 
effort day after day, year after year, and decade after decade. 

Peter Matthiessen (Writer and Zen monk): I understand what 
Randy is talking about. I know John Trudell, and I have worked 
with Indian people for a long time. I am also conscious of 
what Thay says: "Without peace within, it is difficult to work 
for peace in the world." One Rinzai teacher told me that working 
on social causes when you aren't enlightened is like the blind 
leading the blind. But it is difficult for me to just sit on a cushion 
while chaos is pounding at the door. Even though we are still 
rather blind, I think most of us must act. Camus said, "In the 
twentieth century, it is the obligation of the writer to speak for 
those who cannot speak for themselves." I think writers, Zen 
students, and everyone else should be engaged deeply. 

Joan Halifax (Director, Upaya Foundation): While trying to 
save all beings, I really abuse myself, so I am always grateful 
to be reminded that my work is the practice of mindfulness. 
It's hard to remember to practice in the midst of serving. We 
see only one catastrophe after another. I love Thay's image of 
our planet as a small boat. "If just one person is sane and 
peaceful the possibility of survival is there." I think our job is 
to stabilize ourselves so that there can be some quotient of 
sanity in the world. 

James Thornton (Director, Natural Resources Defense Coun
cil, Los Angeles office): I have been an NRDC lawyer for ten 
years now, doing hardcore litigation- and loving it. But about 
two years ago, I realized that even winning several dozen cases 
at a time was never going to solve the world's problems. Dur
ing one Zen retreat, the subject of my meditation was "What 
would happen if there was a nuclear war?" In my meditation I 
saw that Gaia, the Earth as an entity, would continue even if 
life as I am interested in seeing it might end at some point. 
And I found that I was non-judgmental about that. I reached a 
place in which it became clear to me that there was no need 
for me to save the world, and that was a very big relief for me. 

Now each thing I work on is a little easier. I see that the 
entire planet does not depend on whether I win my next case. 
Whether I win or not, there may be a nuclear war. My feeling 
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is not nihilistic. On the contrary, by removing the sense of 
having to save the world, a freedom has come that has endowed 
each action with more meaning and a little more freedom. 

Peter Matthiesson: As long as we are caught up in the idea of 
achievement, we are bound to have burnout. Nonetheless, we 
must always struggle for the good because each little effort 
has its own reverberations and resonance all around the world. 
It isn't a question of burnout. We really have no choice. 

Betsy Rose (Singer, Songwriter): During the Gulf War, I felt a 
sense of shame and defeat. I realized that no matter how many 
small victories we in the peace movement rack up, wars keep 
happening. We have no control over our leaders. Drawing on 
the wisdom of the practice of Twelve-Step Recovery, I saw 
that I was like the spouse or friend of an alcoholic trying to fix 
the problem, trying to get them to wake up, see the light, and 
get rid of their addiction. I saw President Bush as a weapons 
addict, and all this AI-Anon stuff started coming to me about 
how sometimes you have to let go and let them hit bottom. 

I've spent years trying to tum the country in a different 
direction, but now I see that my job may be to midwife its 
downward spiral-to be there in a mindful way to ease the 
suffering if our country goes down as an empire. It may be for 
the greater good. Putting this different frame around the situa
tion, I feel sad but a little lighter. I hate to say this, because it 
feels like heresy, but it has freed up some energy for me. 

Audience: It is estimated that about 230 million years ago 
between 75-90% of all species on Earth became extinct. That 
is very liberating to realize, because it highlights that this issue 
of extinction and biodiversity isn' t the planet's problem. The 
planet will take care of whatever we do to it. It is a human prob
lem, a question of what kind of world we would like to see for 
our great, great grandchildren. It has been very helpful to me 
to look at the struggle we are engaged in in terms of practice. 
If we can quit being preoccupied with results, we have a lot 
more energy and are far more effective when we take action. 

I had this come home to me a little more than a year ago in 
Florida. One of my favorite places on Earth is the Florida sea
grass bed, and it was announced that a big commercial marina 
and resort community were going to be dredged right in the 
middle of it-the sort of things I thought we stopped twenty 
years ago. On the same day, George Bush was elected Presi
dent, and in Florida we elected a U.S. Senator who is dreadful 
on environmental issues. I was really bummed out. All my 
nice theory about not being attached to the reward vanished in 
a cloud of steam. I couldn't sit in the Dharma room. 

So I went up into a lonely pine forest, one of the native 
ecosystems in the Southeastern United States that has been 
nearly destroyed in the last century. I was sitting in this 
millions-of-years-old ecosystem, letting the steam flow out of 
my ears, and gradually it became obvious that this was not my 
problem. This, in fact, was a system that works in terms of 
millions of years, and the problems would be taken care of by 
the Earth in its own way, whether I won or lost the fight over 
the marina. I felt an enormous sense of relief. I came back, and 



it took a year, but we won that particular battle. Not only was 
there no marina, but we also set up a grassroots group in that 
community to monitor the bay and provide assurance against 
inroads like that in the future. 

Lately I've been talking to civic groups, because I've always 
felt that environmentalists spend far too much time preaching 
to the already converted. We assume that every one knows 
what good endangered species are, and we don't even bother 
to discuss it with someone who doesn't really understand why 
a little bird should get in the way of the logging industry or 
why a sea turtle should interfere with shrimping. So I have 
been talking to people who aren't environmentalists, and at the 
end of each talk, someone always asks, "What can be done to 
really solve these things?" I talked to a group in a nursing home 
last week, and it seemed the best thing they could do was just 
share their memories. These were people who really remem
bered an ecosystem that most of us today have never heard of. 
Someone asked me how I keep going in the face of these 
overwhelming issues, and I said that I do it because it's fun . 

Randy Hayes: Throughout this retreat, doing sitting and 
walking meditation, I've had a curiously familiar feeling. It 
feels great, like being in jail. The last five times I was in jail 
was for civil disobedience, like the time we bloc-kaded the 
driveway at the World Bank in Washington, D .C. to prevent 
the limousines from bringing the world's finance min-isters in 
to plan the annihilation of the planet. Once you know that you 
are going to sit there until they either stop or cart you off to 
jail, you can kind of relax, and it's very much like Buddhist 
meditation. When they put the handcuffs on you and stick you 
in the paddy wagon with a nice white wall to stare at as 
they're driving you, you've really got a single focus. 

Nandini Katre: I am a scientist who is unemployed right now, 
and I've been practicing Buddhism for many years. I'd like to 
apply my science to environmental issues, but it's not clear to 
me how or where to do it. I have been doing fairly narrow, 
specialized research, but now my heart is in applying my skills 
to global and environmental issues. Does anyone have some 
suggestions? 

Sister Phuong: Every time I have a problem like this, I see 
that no teacher can help me. I am my only teacher. In each of 
us, our consciousness is like a piece of land. We recei ve many 
seeds from previous genemtions-{)ur grandparents, our par
ents- and also from society and our education. Our seeds are 
not the same as our teacher's. I am very close to Thay Nhat 
Hanh, but his land is different from mine, so, ultimately, he 
cannot advise me on what to do. He can only help me to be 
calm, peaceful, and relaxed, so I can see more clearly. The 
gatha, "in/out, deep/slow," may seem elementary, but in the 
most difficult situations, it has saved my life. 

In Buddhist meditation, the first stage is to calm yourself. 
Breathing in, you become only your breath. Breathing out, 
you become calm. When you walk, you do it in a relaxing 
way. Then one day, when you have enough serenity, some 
clear and beautiful seed in you will sprout and show you the 
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way. No one can do it for you. Continue to pmctice and one 
day you will find the best solution. 

Virginia Coyle: One interpretation of, "Think globally, act 
locally," is to listen deeply to your own life story and to the 
voice within you that knows what work you need to do. I was 
on a women's retreat in a pristine wilderness area, when we 
encountered Minutemen missiles being launched from a 
nearby Air Force base. It turned out we were in the so-called 
"danger zone." We continued our retreat, and with no special 
effort, found ourselves engaged in a direct action. 

Peter Matthiessen: Years ago in Honolulu, someone put up a 
huge billboard near the airport. One woman called the city hall 
and said, "This is an outrage. Why do we have to look at this 
blot on the horizon?" Then she called ten friends, and started a 
chain telephone call. Within 24 hours, the sign was down. 

Audience: I recently learned about something called a 
"subrudder." A subrudder is a small rudder that is connected 
to a huge rudder that turns a ship the size of the Queen Mary. 
The huge rudder can't turn unless the subrudder turns first. 
We don' t have to tum the whole ship, we just have to tum the 
small rudder. 

Audience: How do we say no to people whom we've already 
said yes to, to get some things off our plates so we have some 
kind of breather? 

Joan Halifax: Just say no. 

James Thornton: I always look for someone else to pass the 
matter on to. I've discovered that if you give the right descrip
tion to a project, someone will be interested in helping you. 
Group enthusiasm really works. Saying no is harder. 

Randy Hayes: I'm so bad at saying no when someone really 
needs something that I go out and raise funds in order to hire 
someone to do it. Maybe there is something functional about 
not being able to say no. 

Audience: If it's true, as Betsy says, that our whole country is 
behaving in a dysfunctional way, then we also need to look at 
our environmental organizations. My son-in-law just quit his 
job for an environmental organization because the work
aholism there made it impossible for him to stay well. We 
can't perpetuate that. We need to see if we are using the same 
models that are so obviously dysfunctional on the national and 
international levels. Our organization has made a commitment 
to do our best not to be addictive. It takes a lot of looking. 

Audience: I had the pleasure of hearing Jeremy Rifkin talk 
last Saturday. He introduced the concept of sufficiency verses 
efficiency. We're always trying to figure out how to cram 
more things into the same amount of time under the guise of 
efficiency. But like a sprinter trying to sprint a mile, it is not 
sufficient to go the first 200 yards faster than anybody else if 
you are going to die on the next lap. So I'm starting to get the 
notion of sufficiency into my life. 



Daily Practice 
The following accounts of mindfulness practice were sent in 
during the pastfew months. We hope you enjoy reading them. 
Please let us hear from you for the next issue. 

The War in Los Angeles 

Sunday, May 3,1992 
Yesterday, half a dozen people called to say they would not be 
coming to our Day of Mindfulness. They were going down to 
south-central Los Angeles to help with the cleanup. The rest 
of us practice meditation for one period and then pass around 
the talking stone. Each one of us speaks in turn. Each person 
speaks for all. There is so much hurt and anger, confusion and 
sadness. No single person can express it all. After everyone 
has spoken we agree that the only possible continuation for 
our Day of Mindfulness is to go out towards the center of the 
city until we find a way to help, to engage. 

It is the first time I had been east from Venice since 
Wednesday-the day that the Rodney King verdict was 
announced. We drive south on Vermont Avenue. The charred 
remains are still smoking. Stores are boarded up. Sometimes 
you can't tell if they were boarded for their protection or if 
they have already been looted and burned. There are bumed 
buildings on almost every block, but since all this volunteer 
support arrived the streets are cleaner than they've ever been. 
A sign is painted across one of the boarded windows
"Human Owned Por Favor." We continue south. The streets 
are choked with cars. People who never visit this part of the 
city have come to gape, others are looking for some way to 
lend a hand. Armed Marines have replaced the National 
Guard. Three of four stand at a Pioneer Chicken fast food 
outlet. It is the last intact building on the block. Around it 
stand the stark twisted remains of a mini-mall. In front, the 
forty-foot Pioneer Chicken covered wagon symbol still stands. 
I catch sight of another Marine watching from the roof. The 
image is unnerving, eerie, comical. A year ago these Marines 
were still in the Gulf. Symbolic figures of power continue to 
protect a symbolic way of life. Five fire-trucks go by, also 
manned by Marines. Sirens blaring and lights flashing. One of 
the drivers waves at the Marines on the street. 

An African-American slowly and deliberately takes 
photographs. He has two cameras slung around his neck, and 
two expensive telephoto lenses. I make some ironic remark to 
the others in our van about how new his gear looks and where 
he might have acquired it. We mock the stereotyping we have 
been coaxed into by four days of television. But part of me 
believes that his cameras are the prize of a recent looting 
spree. With them he deliberately and methodically photo
graphs the burned out mall, the marines, the fire-trucks. 
Another part of me considers that perhaps, after all, he's a 
journalist for the New York Times. 
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There's a long line of people outside the African American 
Unity Community Center, a converted church at the comer of 
53rd Street. It turns out that the center needs people to sort 
huge piles of donated clothes and to bag the food that's 
coming in by the truck load. I spend the afternoon trying to fit 
clothes to people and people to clothes as they are filtered 
through a large room at the back of the center. Suddenly I feel 
lighter, joking with people who come through; Hispanics, 
Blacks, Whites, Asians. A truck pulls up and half a dozen 
Koreans from Orange County unload box after box of brand 
new designer clothes. I open the boxes and find a pair of pants 
large enough to fit the enormous man who has been hunting 
through piles of clothes trying to find something he can use. 
Then I find a sweater fancy enough to satisfy my new friend, 
seven years old and very fastidious. She has already acquired 
her first pair of high heel shoes. The sweater makes a perfect 
match. Others who come through are silent and sullen, 
shamed and confused by what is referred to already as "the 
war." Others are happy, playful. Many are delighted to see 
white faces and tell us so. 

I realize that although countless lives have been shattered 
by the events of the last few days, for many people things 
have not changed much. When there is no hope to begin with 
how can things become worse? Burning your own neighbor
hood is a kind of collective suicide, burning the future because 
it promises nothing. 

Is this "war" about race or is it about economics? Clearly it 
is about both. The two things are inseparable. The burning and 
looting has been an expression of a collective sorrow. People 
of all ethnic and economic backgrounds participated. It is a 
sorrow that cannot be expunged by access to the proverbial 
American dream, even if that delusion were possible. I fear for 
the children. I fear for what is to come. The issues of race and 
economics are so pressing that the more ominous issues of 
longer term population increase, environmental degradation, 
the gradual breakdown of infrastructures, are unseen or 
ignored. Economists on television, black and white, discuss 
the problems of inner-city America as though these other 
issues had no bearing on the situation. 

Tuesday,May5 
At our center we have often discussed ways we might help, 
ways we might engage with the heartbeat of the city. There are 
half a dozen mainly Anglo-oriented Buddhist centers slightly 
west of downtown in what is referred to as Koreatown. For the 
most part the simple fact of their presence there is their main 
engagement with the local community. So how can we, over 
in Venice, a tiny multi-racial community in the middle of the 
white west-side middle-class enclave, expect to engage in any 
meaningful way? 

My wife, Michele, and I are delivering food packages. We 
travel allover south-central L.A. I am happy to see parts of the 
city I have never even visited before. We are treated with 
indifference at some of our destinations, welcomed at others. 
There seems something vaguely awkward and incongruous 
about our participation in this massive attempt to give help to 



the victims. How many outsiders will still be in these areas in 
a month, in a year? How much can charity actually help? 

I remember a man I met a few months ago who offered to 
clean the windows of my car in the parking lot of our local 
store. He was African-American, living on the streets. I told 
him that I had no cash. He asked me how I was going to pay 
in the store. 

I said, "With a check." 
'Then buy me a pack of cigarettes." 
When I came out he was still cleaning the windows. I told 

him to take his time, that I was in no hurry. 
He was surprised. "Well you must be the only one; you 

and me. Everyone's rushing around as though they meant to 
get some place." 

He explained how he had once owned several houses. 
Things had been fine. But somehow the economy had taken 
its toll and now he had nothing. He seemed perfectly happy as 
he described his former troubles. 

"You know," he said, "if people just paid attention to the 
sun. If people just remembered where they came from. 
Without the sun there'd be no life, but the sun just gives it all 
away for free." 

He laughed. I gave him his pack of cigarettes. 
A day or so ago in Santa Monica someone was overheard 

commenting on the way they felt about having to stay at home 
through the curfew, ''I'm so bored, I hate not being able to go 
out at night" 

We drive through a predominantly middle class black 
neighborhood. I notice a large billboard showing a picture of 
Martin Luther King gazing skyward. In the sky floats the 
caption, "The fulfillment of the dream is in fmancial security." 

In the evening, driving home on the Santa Monica 
freeway, I notice that the brush which grows under the 
freeway overpasses is being bulldozed clear. This is a place 
where many homeless people fmd shelter. Does someone 
actually imagine that the problems of the homeless can be 
addressed in this way? Does someone think that homeless 
people will magically disappear? 

On Friday, all over the west side, shops were crowded. Is 
this our response? Riots and burning throughout the city while 
on the west side people go shopping? Baskets ftIled with crab 
meat and artichokes, fine wine, com chips for a long night in 
front of the TV? 

I realize that perhaps our center in Venice is not so far 
away from those parts of the city that are deep in crisis after 
all. 

Christopher Reed 
Venice, California 
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Being Peace in the Balkans 

I have been mesmerized. Through the Falklands and the Gulf, 
sitting in England in front of the TV set, the passive command 
center of those two wards, I protested this diet of media 
scrutiny. Nonetheless, I too became addicted to the news, with 
all its conditioning us to the notions of good and bad, stimulat
ing our animosities, and providing a substitute for direct 
experience and action. In short, not doing-just viewing. 

During the Gulf War I wept to see pictures of bemused, 
piteous surrendering Iraqi troops and became physically sick 
at the sight of slaughtered civilians. Nevertheless, on hearing 
news of a cease-fire (later proved false), I felt cheated of the 
expected climax. It seems that peace and war exist side by side 
in all of us, and that we must make the choice to tum in the 
direction of peace. 

My own choice to engage with the events in Yugoslavia 
was made after being wrenched from sleep by images of the 
carnage and speeches of 1914. I contacted the major British 
peace organizations to see how I could engage in this process 
but was saddened to discover the lack of any significant 
organized response to the first full-scale conflict in Europe 
since the Second World War. It seems that given the lack of 
any easily identifiable enemy, like the Bomb or Western 
intervention, the peace movement has a design fault-the 
pursuit of peace as an idea or an end, rather than something to 
practice and promote as away. The energy of the peace 
movement seems reactive, coming more from opposition and 
criticism than from understanding and reconciliation. 

I finally linked up with the European Peace Caravan. 
Before I left in late September 1991, I was able to attend a 5-
day mindfulness retreat with Thich Nhat Hanh in Devon, and 
the practice of "being peace" provided a solid foundation for 
me to embark on this journey through the Balkans. 

Only one other Brit on the caravan, Jean Pike, a non-denomi
national renegade peacenik, a granny saint constituting with 
me, a grandad, a mature, calming presence up front on our 
bus. Across the aisle is Harky, a New Jersey Dutch Mennonite 
minister and former Martin Luther King worker. The journey 
will be stressful for all-the war situation and route security is 
constantly uncertain. The spokesperson warns us that various 
factions will try, metaphorically, to hijack the aims of the 
caravan. 

We stop the first day in Opicina, a Slovenian community 
in Italy. Brief poetic local speech: "You bring water to the 
parched desert of minority rights." Our first lessons begin
listen to different, tendentious voices, and understand where 
bridges can be built. 

In Zagreb, impressive "civic" greeting. The caravan has, 
nonetheless, bypassed public awareness. We meet with 
religious leaders and talk of their role in a "defensive" war
much equivocation. Harky and I assert spiritual responsibility 
as an uncompromising principle of nonviolent teaching. I 
proclaim the interbeing kingdom of God and Buddhaland in 



the present moment (where else?) and ring my mindfulness 
bell for silent contemplation. The Helsinki group representa
tive reads an impressive Civil War Rights document, giving 
the church something new to chew on. One ecclesiastic 
surprises himself and us by saying, ''I'm a part of everyone 
and everyone is a part of me." The seed got watered. 

Then, an interminable drive through the darkness. We lose 
part of the caravan. Delays, stress, and ill-temper follow. Jean 
and I point out that being here at all is an orchestrated miracle. 
We go in and out of Hungary, and into Vojvodina. The atmo
sphere in Subotica is affected by fear. The previous night, 
peace demonstrators lighting candles in the main square were 
beaten by police. I offer to remain and demonstrate with 
them- they decline. Repression has left strong marks here. 
Later, German Peter, Harky, and I go alone to the square to 
light symbolic candles. There is no interference to our low
risk but highly symbolic act. 

Nothing prepares us for the incredible welcome in 
Belgrade. We reach an imposing venue in the center for talks 
and a concert. Weare crowded by a throng of clapping, 
smiling, weeping people. A TV journalist offers the micro
phone: "What are you doing here?" "I'm part of these people." 
We are being mobbed and hugged. A lot of people wanting 
peace. I wonder if that is being reported on the evening news. 
Lots of talks and speeches. A nationalist politician is booed off 
the stage. I am unable to absorb more words, and sneak off to 
meditate. Later, have an interesting exchange with a women's 
group, and I am invited to teach meditation. 

To Sarajevo through the mountains; enchanting little 
houses like in a child's drawing. How could there be war in a 
place so beautiful? The caravan participants, 500 strong, 
march through the streets of Sarajevo. I hear later that there is 
still no media coverage in the UK- we haven't shot anyone. 
Jean is capturing local women and hugging them into the 
march. We walk behind the Macedonia banner with Jan, a 
Dutch parliamentarian who now looks 20 years younger. With 
the aid of an interpreter, I make a public address to a large 
crowd gathered in front of the cathedral. "Here is where the 
first steps were taken into war in 1914. We now make our 
steps for peace by 'being peace. ", Amazed at the receptive 
and enthusiastic understanding of my message. Then, a most 
moving experience as a chain of human hands throughout the 
city link the various seats of worship. Everyone is hand in 
hand, smiling tears of joy and sadness- men and women, oid 
folk and children, different races and religions. 

There are armed killers in Yugoslavia who weep in confu
sion at the distorted chain of events they are trapped in. They 
need a new way to replace old hatreds. Yugoslavia is merely a 
rehearsal for what can happen in a disintegrating Soviet Union 
and go on to engulf the world. We have to point out the inter
connections and communicate the reality. There is no such 
thing as "someone else's war." This will require great patience 
and understanding; the ability to respond and appeal to what is 
best in humanity. We have to learn to practice peace as a way. 

That final night in Sarajevo, Jean pointed out a little 
miracle she had heard on the "chain of peace." The adults 
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were chanting, "We want peace." The children were chanting, 
"We are peace." 

I decide to remain for a few days to contact ordinary 
people outside of the rarified atmosphere of the group visit 
and deepen my contact with individuals I have met. After two 
days in Sarajevo, I managed to find a bus service chancing the 
route to Zagreb. The journey is interrupted by a succession of 
paramilitary, civil police, and self-appointed vigilante drunks 
playing at being border guards. 

In Zagreb I am greeted by the sight of young boys self
consciously sporting revolvers and automatic weapons. What
ever happens, the future will pay the price of this. Two hours 
later, guided through the blackout by young boys who explain 
to me that "the only good Serb is a dead Serb," I find the four
storey block of flats in Samobar where my wife's parents live. 
Two days later I kneel in front of the presidential palace in 
Zagreb with a young peace worker, Sandra, and place a rose 
with a note: "For the children who will die in a war." 

I return to London. Sitting with my wife, I listen to reports 
that the Samobar barracks are under attack. We ring her 
parents and her father answers. He refuses to hide in the 
basement with his wife and neighbors. We can hear the bombs 
fall 100 meters away, and we persuade him to join his wife 
and lend her comfort. 

The day after, the presidential palace is bombed, some say 
in retaliation for the attack on Samobar, some say it is a self
inflicted wound. The propaganda war, like the military one, is 
a nightmare of distortion and self-fulfilling myth. Its voice is 
very loud. At times it seems to overwhelm completely the 
voice of peace. The place where Sandra and I knelt to lay our 
flower, our seed of peace, is now a heap of rubble. The seed 
will need much watering. 

John Bloss 
London, England 

Transforming Life and Death 
I had a pretty uneventful early childhood. I grew up on a farm 
with loving parents. I quarreled a lot with my two brothers, 
and, when I was six, I had a little sister that I cherished a lot 
(and still do). 

However, when I turned nine or ten, I started feeling 
strange. Huge waves of sadness would come rushing over me, 
and I would start crying in the middle of whatever I was 
doing. I could not explain why. Next came this idea that life 
was too difficult and not so interesting anyway. I imagined 
death as a very peaceful place. So I decided to die. At first, 
since I was a young child, I tried to kill myself in very childish 
ways: held my breath as long as I could, put my head under 
water in a bucket, and whatnot. Then as I grew up, I became 
more sophisticated. I tried to hang myself with a curtain string. 
Then fmally I got the idea of swallowing pills. That sent me to 
the hospital and my mom found out about my ill-being. She 
understood that only a drastic change would help me stay 
alive and she offered me a plane ticket to Africa. I had not 



thought of this possibility myself and I accepted gratefully. I 
started a life of travel that was to continue on and off for ten 
years. After that lapse of time, I became tired of traveling and 
found no interest in life again. I was seriously thinking of 
committing suicide once more, when I met the spiritual path. I 
was 24 then and quickly understood that killing myself was 
not the solution. Still, all my practice was tinged with this 
attraction to death. 

Then one day I met a Chinese master. When he saw me he 
said, "Are you a ghost or a human being?" 

"A human being." 
"Who is trying to kill herself all the time then?" 
I passed out on the spot. So intense was my fascination 

with death, he had been able to see it just by looking at me. 
I have been practicing ever since, and five years ago I 

encountered Thay. During my first summer at Plum Village, I 
was interested in something Thay often repeats: "Nothing is 
created, nothing is destroyed." What about death then? Isn't it 
a place where everything stops and disappears? So I put my 
question to Thay in the bell as we do at Plum Village, and 
Thay gave a talk one morning addressing my question. I felt 
liberated, free from a life-long illusion. Life and death happen 
in every moment. Death does not mean an end, but rather 
a transformation~lements breaking up and being 
reassembled in different shapes and beings, eternally old, 
eternally new. Continuation, like ocean, mist, clouds, rain, and 
rivers. Cessation exists but is not synonymous with death. 
Cessation can be in each breath. It is about stopping mental 
formations . It can be done here and now. When the church 
bell or the telephone rings, I stop, and in a way I die. No need 
to carry on the endless burden. Putting it down, I rest totally 
for a few seconds. 

Realizing this truth and being able to practice cessation has 
transformed my life. The ghost in me has been defeated. I am 
becoming more of a human being every day thanks to this 
wonderful and compassionate Dharma master we call Thay. 

Some people say Thay is great, but does not allow a real 
master-disciple relationship. I don't think it is true. If you 
allow him to see through you, if you drop your mask and try 
to inter-be, he becomes your personal teacher. He is part of me 
now, I hardly need to see him physically anymore. Our 
streams have met and he has colored my waters with more 
transparent greens and blues. 

Metta 
Thenac, France 

On Equanimity 
"More, more, more" is a familiar refrain in Western society
more production, more economic growth, and, presumably, 
more security and happiness. This message is incessantly 
driven home by the many forms of modem electronic and 
print advertising that are designed to induce us to crave. In 
contemporary urban life, these voices of desire are every
where. To simply observe them and try to assess the force of 
their impact upon each of us is in itself an interesting form of 
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meditation. 
The environmental movement in recent years has aptly 

demonstrated that "more" can often mean "more than we 
bargained for." We now sense that growth has its price, in 
terms of damage to the ecosystem and the suffering that will 
be faced by future generations as a result of our conduct. But 
we rarely assess the impact desire and craving have on our 
spiritual lives. 

Buddhism provides many skillful means we can use to 
understand and respond to the present environmental crisis. 
One is the practice of equanimity- remaining calm in trying 
circumstances. In our age of inflamed desires, equanimity can 
serve as a "balm of clear water to pour on the roots of our 
afflictions," to use a verse from "The Ceremony for Beginning 
Anew." The importance of equanimity in Buddhist practice is 
suggested by its inclusion among the Seven Factors of 
A wakening and the Four Limitless Meditations: 

1. Compassion, to remove suffering 
2. Lovingkindness, to give joy 
3. Joy, in the happiness and joy of others 
4. Equanimity, with no calculation of gain or loss 
The significance of equanimity is also very much in 

evidence in The Sutra on the Eight Realizations of the Great 
Beings. Three of the Eight Realizations directly address the 
subjects of desire and equanimity. Briefly stated, the Second 
Realization is "the awareness that more desire brings more 
suffering." The Third Realization is that "the human mind is 
always searching for possessions and never feels fulfilled. 
This causes impure actions to ever increase. Bodhisattvas, 
however, always remember the principal of having few 
desires. They live a simple life of peace in order to practice the 
way, and consider the realization of understanding as their 
only career." The Seventh Realization is that the five catego
ries of desire-being wealthy, beautiful, ambitious, lazy, and 
finding pleasure in eating-lead to difficulties. In his com
mentary on the sutra, Thich Nhat Hanh observes: 

"Knowing how to feel satisfied with few possessions de
stroys desire and greed. This means being content with mater
ial conditions that allow us to be healthy and strong enough to 
practice the Way. This is an effective way to cut through the 
net of passions and desires, attain a peaceful state of body and 
mind, have more time to help others, and be free to realize the 
highest goal: the development of concentration and under
standing to attain realization. Knowing how to feel satisfied 
with few possessions helps us avoid becoming part of an 
economic system that exploits others, and it enables us to de
crease our involvement in the pollution of the environment." 

It could indeed be very helpful to cultivate equanimity in 
order to live wisely in our present age. We live in a time when 
mass culture is tirelessly attempting to convince us to do 
things regardless of the real consequences. If even a fraction 
of these messages plant seeds within us, we will do the most 
absurd things-buy things we don't need, work longer hours 
than is wise for us or our families, incur debt we can't hope to 
repay, and become so nervous in the process that we'll never 
be able to savor a moment of pleasure with our belongings, 



even if a few hours of "free" time were to present themselves. 
Let us contemplate a life imbued with an appreciation for 

equanimity. If we can stop weighing, judging, attempting to 
measure profit and loss in terms of money, status, or pleasur
able experiences ceaselessly in relation to our "Self'- aren't 
we "liberated" in a very tangible way? Could we at least 
attempt to stop, look, and find out? Ironically, we might be 
happier by living below our means and less self-centeredly. 
Those who choose to walk this path undoubtedly do less 
damage, with their footsteps, to our planet. 

In his retreat with psychotherapists three years ago in 
Colorado, Thay demonstrated how deeply we can meditate 
upon equanimity. These insights can be developed into a 
profound understanding of our environmental crisis. He began 
with a description of the four mental formations that are 
characteristic of our sense of self. The fIrst is the belief that 
there is an entity called a "self' that can exist independently. 
The second is the belief in the permanence of the self, on the 
one hand, or nihilism, on the other. The third is self-inflation 
or arrogance-the sense that you are more important than 
anyone or anything around you. The fourth is self-addiction, 
where all your activities are designed to advance or serve the 
self. Then, Thay suggested, "The insight that you get from 
meditation is to transform these types of mental formations 
within yourself so that you realize that everyone is equal and 
each thing is made of every other thing. This is true equanim
ity." The meditation on equanimity, with its deep exploration 
of the human role in relationship to its surroundings, can make 
signifIcant contributions to the intelligent resolution of our 
current dilemma as a species. 

Western thought is gradually achieving the same apprecia
tion of the distinctly un-Western concept of equanimity. In his 
short story, entitled "How Much Land Does a Man Need?" 
Tolstoy tells a parable about a peasant named Pakhom, who 
aspired to own land. When a local noblewoman put her land 
up for sale, he borrowed from friends and family to acquire a 
small portion. He farmed well and discharged his debts, and 
"yet he was not happy." 

So Pakhom became obsessed with acquiring more and 
better land, land which might somehow satisfy him. Yet the 
pattern repeated itself over and over. He would struggle to 
acquire more property, at the expense of his relationship with 
others, only to fInd each time that his new "allotment seemed 
to him altogether too small for his ambition"; and that the new 
farm "seemed to him rather narrow quarters." So when, one 
day, he learned about a far-away tribe known as the Bashkirs 
who were willing to sell vast tracts for very little money, he 
rushed off on the long journey. The Bashkir chief confIrmed 
with a broad smile that his tribe felt it had too much land and 
would sell it at one price, 1,000 rubles a day. Pakhom did not 
understand this rather peculiar price structure, so the chieftain 
explained with a laugh that for 1,000 rubles Pakhom could 
own all that he could "go round in a day" on foot. There was, 
however, a stipulation- "If you don't come back within the 
day to the place from which you started, your money is lost." 

Pakhom was so excited he could not sleep the night before 
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the contest. He worried that the chieftain was only playing 
with him, and that there could be no such bargain. At dawn 
the next day, he was relieved to fInd the chieftain and his 
friends above on a local hilltop, looking over a broad expanse 
of virgin land. Pakhom deposited his 1000 rubles on the 
ground within the chieftain's hat, and was reminded to return 
before sunset or lose everything. Pakhom took little heed. 
Despite intense heat, he pushed and pushed himself. Each time 
he thought of turning back, the sight of a new meadow or 
grove of trees whetted his appetite. When the sun began to 
sink, he fInally turned back toward the chieftain. He was so 
tired he ached, but he would not stop and rest, out of fear that 
he would fall asleep. The sun was setting as he reached the 
base of the initial hilltop. He could see the Bashkirs waving to 
him, and the chieftain's foxskin cap on the ground, including 
the money in it. As the sun set, Pakhom "exerted his last 
energies" while watching the chieftain "laughing and holding 
his sides." Then he fell forward , reaching out his arms toward 
the cap. "Akh, brave lad!" the chieftain shouted. "You have 
got a good piece of land." Pakhom lay dead, and his servant 
dug a grave for him, just long enough- about seven feet-to 
bury him from head to foot. 

Jack Lawlor 
Evanston, Illinois 

Mindful Medical Work 
I have recently returned to working as a general medical 
practitioner. In doing so, I have benefItted from the teachings 
of Thay in the following ways: 

I do some form of walking meditation while going from 
one room to the other. My office has two doors leading to the 
room where I meet the patient. On my side of the door, I have 
taped a small drawing of a smiling face that reminds me to 
take three mindful breaths before going through the door, and 
maybe even to smile. This helps me be more aware of the 
attitude I have towards the patient, and I can be more present 
when I meet the patient. Trying to be aware of the Buddha
nature of each patient- whether she be a beautiful girl with a 
sore throat, or a chronic, foul-smelling alcoholic coming for 
the Xth time to have help detoxifying-is a great help in my 
daily work. 

The working situation has also shown me that the doors of 
my heart are not as open as I might think. I am often more 
concerned with my own comfort and needs than with the 
needs of the patients and co-workers. In realizing this, I try to 
breathe and smile so as not to create a battlefield within 
myself. 

J 0rgen Hannibal 
Helsinge, Denmark 



Bong Bong 

Several years ago, I was staying in a little cabin in the 
mountains, taking some time for a much-needed retreat. One 
morning I woke up and began the day in a rather upset and 
annoyed frame of mind. I went outside to brush my teeth, and 
when I came back, I hit my head on a heavy bell that for some 
reason was hung from the eaves of the cabin. Not too long 
after, when I went out to get some firewood, I hit my head on 
the same bell again. Now I was getting really annoyed. Why 
was that bell there anyway? My head was starting to really 
hurt, and I was mad. I tried to be more aware of it and I made 
it in and out several times before I hit my head on the bell a 
third time. Bong! I finally got the message. It was a bell of 
mindfulness. It was time for me to stop, sit down, breathe, and 
return to myself-face my anger and frustration directly and 
quit blaming others or taking it out on myself. I took the time I 
needed to look at what it was I was so upset about. 

CynthaJurs 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 

A Peaceful Sentinel 
The instructions were clear: The sentinel at the Upper Hamlet 
of Plum Village acts to protect the silence of the zendo during 
meditation periods by asking people not to make noise nearby, 
not to walk on the gravel outside, and not to enter before the 
appropriate time. But I was not clear. Being my usual groggy 
morning self, I reverted to sixth grade traffic crossing police 
behavior, pointing and telling people what not to do. Several 
ignored me. I began to long for bright yellow crossing guard 
straps to show my official authority. The next person I ap
proached even more directly, "You can't walk on the gravel. 
You can't go in the zendo yet." She stared fiercely at me, said, 
"Leave me alone," and strode in. Not only was I failing at my 
job, I was making people angry. Yet the next thought (and I 
cringe to reveal this) was a wish for a stick or a gun to back up 
my authority. Looking back, I'm stunned. At the time, it 
seemed a natural, somewhat humorous extension of the job. 

Luckily, my cross Dharma sister and I agreed to meet to 
talk about this. She explained that she reacted strongly because I 
had been so violent in my expression- no bow, no smile, 
strong orders- her first morning contact. I cried that I had hurt 
her, but in a way was glad this had happened. We were both 
learning new ways to be peace. She requested the meeting; I 
admitted my wrongdoing. I recommitted myself to the prac
tice of mindfulness in all my activities, including that of senti
nel-settling into my breath, bringing my full awareness to 
the scene, smiling, and bowing as I asked people to respect the 
silence. I still wasn't 100% successful at preserving the 
silence, but what a different feeling we all had about the process! 

Kathy Schwerin 
Carson City, Nevada 
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Save Our Planet 
Beautifully sung at many Plum Village retreats by Fran{;oise Pottier 

This is the Earth (or any noun: water, people, etc.) 
Celebrate the Earth (same noun) 
May you always have (or any verb: drink, etc.) your fill 
We can save the treasure 
if we work (or any verb: stick, hang, etc.) together 
And celebrate the Earth (same noun). 

Don't think we don't need you; we need you. 
Don't think we don't hear you; we hear you. 
Those who care just lift your voice and join us as we sing. 
Save our planet, keep our planet green. 

Neal Gladstone 

The Cliffs at Cushman 
Yellow machines chip away 
At the grey limestone ridge 
To widen a black river of asphalt 
That flows like some primordial seep 
Towards the endless Montana horizon. 
This is the road that falls off the edge of the Earth. 

Cottonwoods lie on their side, 
Their green leaves flickering in the summer breeze, 
Roots trembling in the harsh sunlight 
Like so many blind eels plucked from their 
Cool dark place, 
Undone by this fearful storm. 

Where do we run so fast that there is no place for these trees? 
The yellow dozer coughs black smoke, 
Rages against grey boulders and crashing limbs. 
Where do we run so fast and 
What is that shadow so close behind? 

Tom Elliott 
Grass Range, Montana 



Sunflower Song 
As I was walking alone one morning, 
birds were waking and the cows were yawning. 
I passed through a wood and on the other side, 
a field of sunflowers opened wide. 
A bright yellow field opened wide. 

And from those swilit flowers I'd found 
came the most enchanting sound. 
And I still remember those mournful words
the most beautiful voice that I'd ever heard. 

CHORUS: It was a sunflower-
black face in a sea of black faces 
She sang to me-
bright yellow hair in the morning breeze 
Sunflower--how silently she sang. 

And the sunflower said with a tear in her eye, 
"Kindly, sir, can you tell me why 
we've noticed the rain that falls from the clouds 
is not the same as we knew? 
For it was once so clear 
but now it's acid water we fear. 
And if it is not too much 
could you please bring back the rain that we knew? 
Could you please bring back the water we once knew?" 

CHORUS 

And the sunflower said with a wave of her hair, 
"Kindly, sir, can you tell me where 
the wind that blows from across the fields 
is not from the place we once knew? 
For there was once such a beautiful breeze, 
but now these gases poison our leaves. 
And if it is not too much 
could you please bring back the wind that we knew? 
Could you please bring back the air that we once knew?" 

CHORUS 

And the sunflower said with an innocent sigh, 
"Kindly, sir, can you tell me why 
the soil that holds our roots in the ground 
is not as rich as before? 
For the powder the farmer spreads with machines 
is washed by the rainfall down to the streams. 
And it poisons our cousins, the fish and the trees. 
Could you please bring back the soil we knew? 
Could you please bring back the earth that we once knew?" 

CHORUS 

As I was walking alone one morning, 
birds were waking and the cows were yawning. 
I passed through a wood and on the other side 
a field of sunflowers opened wide. 
A bright yellow field opened wide. 

Martin Pitt 
Oldham, England 
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For Jani, Emily, Jess, & you-
Full moon shining brightly down upon 
the big open meadow 
tall tree sentinels bear witness 
to the passing of life and death. 
Breathing in one moment 
out the next 
Coming to be 
passing away. 
The moon's light constant tonight, 
her body at last let go 
She is no more here with us 
her life span has completed itself. 
Where is she now? 
Who dies? 
Tomorrow morning the sun will rise 
the darkness of this night will give way 
to dawn 
and we will walk slowly home. 
The sweet flame has gone out 
mercifully 
as new lives are being born. 
Understanding deepened in all who 
surrounded her bedside, 
were touched by her life. 
We are all family now. 
Crickets and frogs call into this night 
the demons are resting. 
Peace descends, her soul is free. 
Everywhere, impermanence, suffering, 
the "accidents" of love. 
Who are we when we die? 
What did you look like before your mother 
wasbom? 
I am because you are. 
This is because that also is. 

May the breath of life carry our prayers 
into Emptiness 
and may we help her now 
endlessly, infinitely 
connected. 

Amen. 

Cynthia Jurs 
Plum Village, June 15, 1992 



Simple Living 
One o/the theme songs o/the retreat/or environmentalists. 

Too many words 
Too many sounds 
Too many attractions 
Turn me around. 
Too many miles 
In a chrome cocoon 
I never get anywhere 
I can't see the moon. 

Too many commercials 
Too many lies 
Too many celebrities 
I don't recognize. 
Too many brand names 
Too many magazines 
Got so much sensation 
I can't see a thing. 

Simple living 
Gotta get to simple living 
Simple living 
Simple simply living 

Too many things 
We just throwaway 
If we put it in the garbage 
We're gonna eat it someday. 
We tum on the lights 
And a river dies 
We turn the TV on 
To see an eagle fly 

Too much work 
With nothing to do 
Too many drearns 
Never come true 
Too much hurting 
Without a second glance 
Too much desperation 
They call romance. 

r m gonna take this life 
pare it to the bone 
Baby when you knock 
Baby I'll be home. 
I'll make my breakfast 
Sweep the floor 
Open the window 
Unlock the door. 

Gonna turn off the video 
the audio too. 
Open my eyes 
Take in the view 
See the divine 
In the veins of a leaf 
In the hands of a beggar 
In the eyes of a thief. 

Simple living 
Give me simple living 

Words and music by Fred Small. ©1991 Pine Barrens Music 
(BMJ)/rom the album "Jaguar." available/rom: 
Small Potatoes. Telephone: (800) 788-6043. 

Deliberate Living 
We must learn to reawaken and keep ourselves awake, not by 
mechanical aids, but by an infinite expectation of the dawn, 
which does not forsake us in oUT soundest sleep. I know of no 
more encouraging fact than the unquestionable ability of man 
to elevate his life by a conscious endeavor. It is something to 
be able to paint a particular picture, or to carve a statue, and so 
to make a few objects beautiful; but it is far more glorious to 
carve and paint the very atmosphere and medium through 
which we look, which morally we can do. To affect the quality 
of the day, that is the highest of arts. Every man is tasked to 
make his life, even in its details, worthy of the contemplation 
of his most elevated and critical hOUT. If we refused, or rather 
used up, such paltry information as we get, the oracles would 
distinctly inform us how this might be done. 
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I went to the woods because I wished to live deliberately, 
to front only the essential facts of life, and see if I could not 
learn what it had to teach, and not, when I came to die, 
discover that I had not lived. I did not wish to live what was 
not life, living is so dear; nor did I wish to practice resignation, 
unless it was quite necessary .... 

Simplicity, simplicity, simplicity! I say, let your affairs be 
as two or three, and not a hundred or a thousand ... Simplify, 
simplify. Instead of three meals a day, if it be necessary eat but 
one; instead of a hundred dishes, five; and reduce other things 
in proportion. 

Henry David Thoreau 
Submitted by Marc Bedner 

Dharmacarya Gathas 
On June 26.1992, nine new Dharma teachers received the 
lamp transmission from Thfly in a beautiful ceremony at Plum 
Village. They were Dinh Thi Van Khanh, Christopher Reed. 
Wendy Johnson, Nguyen Ba Thu. Larry Rosenberg , Nguyen 
Anh H uong . Jack Lawlor. Harrison Hoblitzelle. and Robert 
Schaibly. The/ollowing short verses by Wendy Johnson and 
Eileen Kiera (offered at her Dharma teacher transmission 
ceremony in August 1990) seemed especially suitable/or this 
environmental issue o/The Mindfulness Bell. 

Walking The Garden Path 
Child of the Earth lead us into the garden, 
The gate is wide open-in one blade of grass a field far 

beyond form and emptiness. 
Unafraid, we walk the garden-into poison [lIe, to sweet 

Dharma rain, 
Walking the path of love and action, the path of interwoven 

roots. 

The Wellspring 
~~-'" go to the wellspring 

following the dusty path 
worn smooth by the bare feet of my 
Ancestors. 

In the deep heart 
of the dark forest 
I drink pure and cleansing waters. 

All that exists 

is renewed. 



Sangha News & Views 

Practicing mindfulness is always easier with a 
sangha, a community offriends. Here is some 
news from local sanghas, and an invitation to 
join them in the practice. 

India 
Shantum Seth 
309 B Sector 15A 
Noida UP 201301 
Tel: 8921520 

Australia 
Lotus Bud Sangha 
KhanhLe Van 
83 Queen Street 
Ashfield NSW 2131 
Tel: (02) 7984056 

~ 
Australian autumn has begun, bringing with it 
beautiful, fresh, cool air. We continue to have 
monthly Days of Mindfulness, and every 
other Friday night the young people meet for a 
sitting, followed by a short reading from the 
sutras or Thay's books. A Dharma study 
group has been organized to study the 
Tripitaka from Thay's tapes, with an 
emphasis on application in daily life. We had 
a lovely Easter Retreat at Lotus Bud Village, 
during which the young people gave a short 
talk on environmental issues, suggesting ways 
to avoid pollution in both the sangha and in 
the home (no harsh words but only loving 
constructive words, nonviolent TV programs, 
and a range of simple household tips.) 
A fresh bunch of eucalyptus to you all. 

Israel 
cran Bahat 
3 Kibbutz Galuyot Street 
Givataim 53581 

France 
Plum Village 
Meyrac 
47120 Loubes-Bemac 
Tel: (53) 94.75.40 
At the June retreat, Thay reminded us again 
and again that the most important element of 
the practice is the sangha. A strong group of 
200 retreatants made this a most memorable 
time. The July 15-August 15 Summer 
Opening gave us the chance to practice with 
children. Many insights emerged from this. 

Centre Bouddhiste de la Bastille 
c/o Mr et Mrne Collignon 
21, bd Henri IV 
75004 Paris 
Tel: 43.28.09.11 
Our sangha is growing fast We come together 
each Tuesday evening. Quite a few Americans 
living in Paris participate. This month Sister 
Phuong led a meditation and we will invite 
Sisters Annabel and Jina later this year. 

Norway 
Sangha of Floating Clouds 
Svein Myreng 
Sandakervn. 77 
N-0483 Oslo 4 
In February, we had the joy of a retreat with 
Sisters Annabel and Jina About 20 people 
took part, and despite crowded rooms and a 
foggy Norwegian winter, we got more than a 
glimpse of the "Plum Village magic." 
Annabel and Jina's happiness, humility, and 
deep teaching made a beautiful impression. 

Our group still meets every Tuesday, but 
it's been a while since we had a Day of 
Mindfulness. Precept recitations are 
unpopular, and we have not practiced them 
lately. We face the challenge of building a 
sangha with members who have practiced 
with many different teachers. In October, we 
plan a Christian-Buddhist retreat with Father 
Bernard Durel, a French Dominican monk 
who has been active as a Zen teacher in 
Scandinavia for many years. 

Denmark 
J~rgen Hannibal 
Vinkelvej 16 C 
DK-3200 Hilsinge 
Tel: 48.79.62.88 
Our Danish sangha continues to meet on the 
first Friday evening of each month and hold a 
Day of Mindfulness one Sunday a month. 

Germany 
Gemeinschaft fUr achtsames Leben 
Karl Schmied 
BUro: Postfach 60 
8165 Fischbachau 
Tel: 08025.6065 
We have meetings in Munich every other 
Thursday, Saturday of Mindfulness monthly 
in Miesbach, and seminars. Sisters Phuong 
and Jina will lead a Day of Mindfulness 
September 30 at Tempelgemeinde, Felix
Dahn Str. 39, Stuttgart-Degerloch. Thay's 
schedule in Germany is on page 32. 

Claudia Wieland 
Oberlingerstr. 23 
D-7777 Salem T"fingen 
Tel: 07553/596 
We meet Tuesday mornings, Wednesday 
evenings, and for Days of Mindfulness. 

Zenklausen Theresiahoeve 
Judith Bossert 
Huffertsheck I 
D-5541 Lautzerath 
In August we had a work/meditation retreat to 
cultivate the grounds of our new center. 

Gaia Sangha 
Peter Schenkel 
37 Taubchenstrabe 37 
1000 Berlin 
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Holland 
Sunflower Sangha 
Anneke Brinkerink 
Dorpsweg 8 
1711 RJ Hensbroek 
Tel: 02265-2499 

Eveline Beurnkes 
de Genestetstraat 17 huis 
1054 A W Amsterdam 
Tel: 020-6164943 
We have Days of Mindfulness once or twice a 
month in the zendo of Nora Houtman, near 
Utrecht in Bilthoven. Regular meetings in the 
spirit of Thay are held in Alkmaar, Haarlem, 
and Amsterdam. Thay will give a lecture in 
Amsterdam on October 9, and on October lO
Il, Thay, Sr. Phuong, and Sr. Jina will lead a 
retreat in Elst Sister Jina will lead retreats in 
Holland three times a year. 

Our sangha is busy preparing for Thay's 
visit. We spend many days meditating, 
talking, writing, and rewriting the heart of 
Thay's teachings for Dutch announcements. 
This gives us the opportunity to meet and 
share what is really important for us. 

Switzerland 
Haus Tao Meditation Center 
Beatrice and Marcel Geisser 
CH-9427 Wolfhalden 
Tel: (071) 44-35-39 
Every month we offer a Day of Mindfulness 
including recitation of the precepts. We hold 
retreats in the spirit of Thay, and other Bud
dhist traditions. Forthcoming retreats include 
December 27-January 1 with Judith Bossert, 
January 19-24 retreat at Center of Calvinist 
Church in Gwatt, a public lecture February 4 
on Meditation and Psychotherapy at the 
University of Konstanz, Germany, by Marcel, 
and April 8-12, 1993 with Sister Jina 

England 
Mai Nguyen 
c/o Buddhist Interhelp Network 
12 Shell Road 
London SE13 7TW 
Tel: 081 692 1737 
We hold Days of Mindfulness and a monthly 
precepts recitation. Many people want to build 
connections based on what they learned at the 
retreat with Thay at Dartington Hall last year. 

North London 
Marilyn Stafford 
Tel: 081 9605744 

Southeast London 
MfuePompe 
Tel: 081 6706388 

Central and Southwest London 
Victoria Zinovieff 
Tel: 071 7364751 



Canada 
Maple Village 
2690 A venue Glencoe 
Montreal H2R 2B7, Quebec 
Tel: (514) 466-8726 
Almost every month we have activities on the 
night of the full moon, and a small group 
practices at the village each weekend. 

United States (from NE to SW) 
Maine 
Howard Evans and Vicki Pollard 
P.O. Box 838 
Blue Hill, ME 04614 
Tel: (207) 374-9963 
Everyone, including kids, is welcome to our 
monthly Days of Mindfulness. We sit, work, 
walk, sing, eat, and listen to taped talks, then 
sip tea and recite the precepts. August 21-23 
we'll hold a 2-day retreat "in the spirit of Thay." 

MairHonan 
RFD2 Box 596 
Lincolnville, ME 04849 
Tel: (207) 763-3692 
The last Saturday of each month we sit, walk, 
and read precepts or other Buddhist literature. 

Vermont 
Carlene Bagnal and Ellie Hayes 
19 Vine Street 
Montpelier, VT 05602 
Tel: (802) 223-0513 

New Hampshire 
Ferris B. Urbanowski 
Professional Health Center 
10 Route 101 West 
Peterborough, NH 03458 
We meet Wednesday evenings for sitting and 
a discussion or a reading from Thay's books. 

Massachusetts 
Communi ty of Interbeing 
Andrew Weiss Nancy P. Hawley 
64 Winslow Road 25 Cogswell Avenue 
Belmont, MA 02178 Cambridge, MA 02140 
Tel: (617) 237-5277 Tel: (617) 354-7555 
We meet the first Monday evening of each 
month at Cambridge Insight Meditation 
Center, and occasionally at Hoi Phat Giao in 
Roslindale. Recently Hoi Phat Giao was 
vandalized. A Kwan Yin statue was decapi
tated and almost everything else of value was 
taken. The members of Hoi Phat Giao are 
using this to deepen their practice of 
compassion and explore ways to help the 
teenagers in the housing project next to the 
temple. Our sangha is helping them rebuild 
and assisting in their efforts to use this event 
to improve community relations in the area. 

Western Massachusetts 
Sebern Fisher 
RR I, Box 180 
Cummington, MA 01026 

Rhode 

Providence, RI 02908 
Tel: (401) 421-6584 

Connecticut 
Pat Klein and Daniel Snow 
39 Fieldstone Drive 
Huntington, CT 06484 
Tel: (203) 929-8918 

Deborah Conklin 

New York 
Manhattan 
Lyn Fine 
530 West End, #5B 
Tel: (212) 362-5923 
We have a Day of Mindfulness on the second 
Saturday of each month, including a silent 
potluck vegetarian lunch. Our first Buddhist
Jewish baby-welcoming ceremony was held 
for our latest sangha member: one-month old 
Ethan Lieberman-Flint Using Buddhist and 
Hebrew texts, we gave thanks for life, health, 
partnership, and the stirrings of creation. 

Phyllis Joyner 
111 East 12th Street 
Tel: (212) 473-2646 
Starting in September, meditation will be held 
on the first Sunday evening of each month. 

Miriam Hipsh 
85 Riverside Drive 
Tel: (212) 595-7525 

Amy Krantz 
115 West 86th St. #9B 
Tel: (212) 873-3142 

David Flint Sid Kemp 
711 West End, #2HS 515 West 110th Street 
Tel: (212) 666-4104 Tel: (212) 316-3770 

Brooklyn and Long Island 
Jeff Padawer 
474 8th Street#2R 
Brooklyn, NY 11215 
Tel: (718) 768-0170 
We meet twice a month on Tuesday evenings. 

Linda Kramer 
Valley Road 
Locust Valley, NY 11560 
Tel: (516) 676-4462 

Tonia Leon-Hysko 
Gail Court 
Huntington, NY 11743 
Tel: (516) 427-9790 
We practice sitting meditation together 
whenever we can, and are ardently searching 
for more sangha-mates. Families and 
individuals interested in Thay's philosophy 
are welcome. 
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New Jersey 
Men's Meditation Group 
Tony Bucci 
16 Stanford Avenue 
West Orange, NJ 07052 
Tel: (201) 736-8957 
We meet on the first and third Sunday evening 
of each month for sitting meditation, tea, and 
discussion. 

Pennsylvania 
Lynne Shivers 
4712 Warrington Avenue 
Philadelphia, PA 19143 
Tel: (215) 724-5475 
We meet every three weeks on a weekend 
afternoon for sitting and walking meditation 
(a small park is nearby), and occasionally a 
tea ceremony. In May, David Dimrnack led a 
"Peace in Conflict" workshop; with proceeds 
going to support Thay's work. 

Mt. Equity Zendo 
P. Dai-En Bennage 
R.D. 4, Mt. Equity Road 
Muncy, PA 17756 
Tel: (717) 546-2784 

Washington, D.C. 
Washington Mindfulness Community 
Bernard Schultz 
2301 Cathedral Avenue N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20008 
Tel: (202) 265-2045 
We hold regular sittings and Days of Mindful
ness. Anh Huong Nguyen will lead a weekend 
retreat at Gaymont Court in Charlestown, 
West Virginia, December 4-6. 

Virginia 
Allen Sandler 
612 Westover Avenue 
Norfolk, VA 23507 
Tel: (804) 625-6367 
We meet at 11 am on the first and third 
Sunday of each month for sitting, walking, 
tea, and one of Thay's tapes. 

Harrisonburg Sangha 
Sharon Brown 
1221-B Harmony Drive 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
Tel: (703) 433-3535 
We meet every Tuesday in the valley of the 
Shenandoah Mountains. 

North Carolina 
Durham Sangha 
Jackie Wilson 
1004 North Buchanan Boulevard 
Durham, NC 27701 
Tel: (919) 286-1869 



Wisconsin 
Sacred Lakes Sangha 
Catherine and Larry Mandt 
2254 Monroe Street 
Madison, WI 53711 
Tel: (608) 256-0398 
We meet Sunday evenings for meditation, 
chanting, and sharing. Our focus is on the 14 
Precepts, which we recite twice a month. 

Snowflower Sangha 
Barbara Lawrence 
1836 South Sharpes Corner Road 
Mount Horeb, WI 
Tel: (608) 832-6658 
We meet on Monday evenings in the chapel 
of a local high school to sit, walk, and share 
cider and thoughts on the practice. On the new 
and full moon, we recite the precepts. The last 
Saturday of the month is a Day of Mindful
ness at our farm. Sitting, walking, listening to 
a tape, and eating, we experience the wonder 
of nature and the joy of practicing together. 
When possible, Sunflower helps subsidize 
members for retreats. Three of us will journey 
to Plum Village this summer. We celebrated a 
"Sangha in the Springtime" potluck in May. 
After a long winter, we welcomed the chance 
to honor the beauty of primrose, bluebell, 
apple, and plum 

Chuck and Mary Bemau-Eigen 
2958 S. Mabbett Avenue 
Milwaukee, WI 53207 
Tel: (414) 481-9574 
On the second and fourth Sunday morning of 
each month, we meet for sitting and walking 
meditation, followed by a reading from one of 
Thay's books and a discussion. Children are 
welcome. Three or four times a year, we meet 
for a Half-Day of Mindfulness. 

Illinois 
Lakeside Buddha Sangha 
Jack and Laurie Lawlor 
2103 Noyes 
Evanston, IL 60201 
Tel: (708) 475-0080 
On October 4, we will have a regional Great 
Lakes Day of Mindfulness based on the 
success of the one held on July 12. We meet 
weekly for meditation and discussion. 
Forthcoming progrnms include monthly 
discussions of "The Discourses of the 
Buddha," using Old Path White Clouds as a 
guide to examine the context in which each 
sutra was give, the discourse itself, and the 
implications of the teaching for our daily 
lives. 

Prairie Buddha Sangha 
Diana March 
2114 Country Knoll Lane 
Elgin, IL 60123 
Tel: (708) 697-3775 
The opportunity to practice with Sisters 

Annabel and Jina this April was greatly 
appreciated. We meet at 1 p.m. the second and 
fourth Sunday of each month, in St Charles or 
DeKalb. Our group, composed of people of 
diverse ages, careers, and meditation 
experience, provides spiritual support in a 
setting that is without formalized rules and 
rituals. We share responsibilities and take 
turns planning our Dharma time which may 
feature a tape by Thay or another teacher, 
readings, music, poetry, or discussion. We 
also meet on full moon evenings for a precept 
recitation ceremony. 

Texas 
Houston Zen Community 
Todd Fincannon 
5200 Fannin 
Houston, TX 77004 
Tel: (713) 521-3306 
Gary Stuard, a co-founder of our sangha, has 
been accepted as a student at Plum Village 
and will most likely be living in France for the 
next two years. In his absence, we will take 
turns facilitating discussions and reciting the 
precepts. The community gathers each Sun
day night to recite the precepts or discuss the 
Dharma, and practice sitting and walking 
meditation. On Wednesday nights, we sit for 
fifty minutes and recite the Heart SUlra. Lama 
Geshe Khenrab from Montreal treated us to a 
Dharma talk in February. We celebrated the 
Buddha's birthday with a tea ceremony using 
the Plum Village Chanling Book. Fifty people 
enjoyed our March retreat wi th Sisters 
Annabel and Jina 

Sangha del Corazon 
Mobi Warren Phillips 
10606 Bench Mark Way 
San Antonio, TX 78213 
Tel: (512) 342-1223 
Our group draws together people of diverse 
backgrounds--some with experience in 
different Buddhist traditions, some connected 
to other traditions, and some experiencing 
mindfulness practice for the first time. We 
find that a minimum of ritual suits our South 
Texas roots. We meet every Sunday morning. 
On the first Sunday of the month, we recite 
the precepts, usually followed by a brief 
discussion on how we are integrating the 
precepts in our daily lives. Then we enjoy a 
tea meditation, or sometimes a walking 
meditation in the nearby Botanical Gardens. 
The other Sundays, we do sitting meditation 
and kinhin followed by the sutra recitations 
for daily practice found in the Plum Village 
Chanting Book. This is frequently followed by 
informal sharing and Dharma discussion. We 
also organize weekend mindfulness retreats 2 
or 3 times a year. Those of us with children 
have discovered that, most of the time, our 
children choose not to participate in the sitting 
practice. They do, however, enjoy our tea 
meditations, weekend retreats, precepts 
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recitation, and most especially walking 
meditation. We maintain a small library of 
books and tapes on Buddhist practice. 
Recently, we have been finding ourselves 
more frequently invited to speak about and 
offer instruction on mindfulness practice to 
groups in the wider community. 

Colorado 
White Clouds Peace Center 
Deborah Huntley and Mary Garvey 
1009 Terry Street 
Longmont, CO 80501 
Tel: (303) 772-6448 
Our new weekly schedule includes a Sunday 
meditation and tea from 8 to 10 am, and a 
Tuesday evening discussion group on spiritual 
practice and social action from 7 to 8:30 p.m 
Precepts are recited on new and full moons. 
Three workshops on "Peace," "Family 
Practice," and "Compassion" will be held this 
fall. We are also having a contest for children 
ages 5-18 called "Compassionate Understand
ing" in relation to plants, animals, people, 
mountains, etc. We are accepting children's 
original writings, black and white drawings, 
and black and white photographs that express 
this theme. $100 first place, $75 second place, 
$50 third place. All work must be completely 
original by the youth. Deadline: December 15, 
1992. Please submit work to the above 
address. 

David Chernikoff and Marsha McClanahan 
2790 Darley Avenue 
Boulder, CO 80303 
Tel: (303) 499-7543 
There is a lot of sangha activity in the 
Boulder/Denver area these days, including 
weekly sittings on Sunday nights in Boulder, 
weekly sittings on Monday nights in Denver, 
a few other informal sitting groups, and a 
women ' s sangha that meets monthly. There is 
a precept ceremony each full moon and a 
number of Dharma talks, classes, and retreats. 
There is also a prison meditation project and 
occasionally other social and political action 
projects. These events are generally informal 
and relaxed, and new people are encouraged 
to participate. 



Montana 
Open Way Sangha 
Rowan Conrad 
P.O. Box 7281 
Missoula, MT 59807 
Tel: (406) 626-4463 
We sit on Sunday evenings and hold regular 
Days of Mindfulness. Twice a month on 
Tuesday nights, we have a community 
meeting or Dharma discussion. Eileen Kiera 
will lead a long weekend retreat at the end of 
September. In April, Sisters Annabel and Jina 
of Plum Village led a three-day retreat in a 
beautiful mountain setting. Their profound, 
delightful presence was deeply appreciated by 
the sangha of 45 who shared the weekend. 
One-third of those attending took the five 
precepts. We hold monthly inter-sangha 
discussions with other local Buddhist groups. 

New Mexico 
Open Way Sangha 
Cynthia J urs 
Route 9, Box 65XX 
Santa Fe, NM 87505 
Tel: (505) 982-3846 
Regularly scheduled Mindfulness Days two 
Sundays every month will resume in the Fall. 

Idaho 
Nancy Ging 
118 East Third Street 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Tel: (208) 883-1037 
On Sunday evenings, we chant the "Daily 
Practice" from the Plwn Village Chanting 
Book, followed by sitting and walking 
meditation. We were recently treated to two 
visits by Lama Inge Sandross from Spokane. 

Utah 
Jerry Braza 
3127 Sou th 2800 East 
Salt Lake City, UT84109 
Tel: (801) 466-7966 

Alaska 
Anchorage Zen Center 
Elizabeth McNeill 
Box 240604 
Anchorage, AK 99524 
Tel: (907) 278-6732 
On Sundays at 9 am we sit and have a short 
service. On Fridays, we recite and discuss the 
precepts. On Tuesdays, we sit before work. 

Washington 
Eileen Kiera 
5999 Schorn bush Road 
Deming, W A 98244 
Tel: (206) 592-5248 
We have Sunday Mornings of Mindfulness, 
which include sitting and walking meditation, 
chanting, and tea. We have a precept 
recitation every full and new moon. 

Laughing Frog Sangha 
Kate Virginia and Gary Gill 
Box 1368 
Silverdale, WA 98383 
Tel: (206) 692-5908 
We meet the first Friday of each month at a 
forest retreat for meditation, recitation of the 
precepts, and tea. The community has also 
been invited to enjoy sweat lodges there. 

Oregon 
Linda Wronker 
155 Coachman Drive 
Eugene, OR 97405 
Tel: (503) 484-2960 

California 
Peggy Denial 
9175 Poplar Avenue 
Cotati, CA 
Tel: (707) 792-2635 
We meet Tuesday mornings for sitting, 
walking, and chanting from the Plwn Village 
Chanting Book. From May 4-8 we met from 7 
to 9 am every day to encourage each other's 
daily practice. We hope to periodically 
schedule such weeks in the future. 

Helen Stoltzfus and Albert Greenberg 
3524 19th Street (off Valencia) 
San Francisco, CA 
Tel: (415) 626-0943 
We meet the first Sunday morning of each 
month for sitting and walking meditation, 
recitation of the precepts, tea, and discussion. 

Joe Van Der Bos 
87 Dolores Street, #303 
San Francisco, CA 94103 
Tel: (415) 255-6075 

Mona Bernstein 
2420 Sacramento Street 
Berkeley, CA 94702 
Tel: (510) 486-8107 
Our sangha meets regularly on Saturday or 
Sunday mornings for sitting, walking, reciting 
the Five Precepts, and sharing readings. 

Edie Hartshorne 
Berkeley, CA 
Tel: (510) 843-5504 
We sit, walk, and chant on Wednesday and 
Friday mornings. 

Community of Mindful Living 
Therese Fitzgerald 
P.O. Box 7355 
Berkeley, CA 94707 
Tel: (510) 527-3751 
We recite and discuss precepts each new moon. 

Man Weinstein and Geneen Roth 
2324 Rose Street 
Berkeley, CA 94708 
Tel: (510) 843-6553 
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Educators Sangha 
Jennifer Biehn 
2230 Ward Street 
Oakland, CA 94705 
Tel: (510) 843-0548 
We invite anyone involved in the education of 
children, teenagers, and adults to join us for a 
Day of Mindfulness. We do sitting and walk
ing meditation, enjoy a lovely tea ceremony, 
and share experiences and ideas of ways to 
cultivate peace in our schools and every day 
lives. We have been discussing the Fourteen 
Precepts and how they relate to the classroom 
At our last meeting we discussed the precept 
on right speech. One person summarized the 
discussion this way: "I'm reminded of the 
tremendous value and importance of right 
speech in the classroom, and of the continual 
attention and effort it takes to remain mindful 
and calm in the midst of chaos and endless 
demands. At times of feeling pressured to 
make things 'bener,' maybe instead of ' doing 
something,' it's truly better to just sit there. I 
want to remember in the midst of the chaos, 
that the small gifts , small moments are going 
on. These are eternal. I want to remember to 
leave time and space for them. Not to let 
'getting things done' crowd them oUL " 

Shalom Sangha 
Ellen Peskin 
6409 Hillegass Avenue 
Oakland, CA 94618 
Tel: (510) 654-1810 
Every Saturday morning we explore Jewish 
traditions and mindfulness practice-sitting 
and walking meditation for one hour, 
followed by tea and discussion. 

Spirit Rock Center 
Mary Ann Clark 
5000 Sir Francis Drake 
Woodacre, CA 
Tel: (415) 488-0164 
We recite the precepts on the third Wednes
day morning of each month. 

Green Gulch Farm 
Wendy Johnson 
Highway 1 
Muir Beach, CA 94965 
Tel: (415) 383-3134 
We have offered Family Mindfulness Days at 
Green Gulch for the last five years. Our work 
has always been connected to taking care of 
and offering gratitude to the Earth. This 
winter we held one dedicated to planting trees. 
About 30 of us, ranging in age from 3 to 60, 
spent the day together in mindfulness and real 
happiness. 

We began in the meditation hall holding a 
special fossilized Mastodon's tusk discovered 
in the Green Gulch streambed. The children 
clearly connected with our great-tusked 
ancestor who roamed the coast many 
centuries ago. We realized that the redwood 



trees we would soon plant were also ancient 
and among our original ancestors: this 
awareness set the tone for a very strong Day 
of Mindfulness. After sitting and a short 
Dharma talk by Judy Gilbert, we sang this 
song by Nina Wise: 

1 am walking on sunshinell am walking on 
rivers in the wind,!1 am breaJhing in, trees are 
breathing oulll am breathing oul, trees are 
breathing in. 

This was our theme song throughout the 
day. As we walked in mindfulness toward the 
ocean, we sang, stopping only to invite the 
bell and gather our tools and trees. 

Upon arriving at our tree-planting site near 
the Pacific, we spread out a festi ve tablecloth 
and celebrated tea meditation, surrounded by 
our tree seedlings. Fortified by apple juice and 
graham crackers, we dug holes for the young 
redwoods, working with the gatha: 

1 enlrust you to the earthfThe earth enlrusts 
herself to you. Then each of us created a 
concluding verse, among them: 

Grow togetherlfor the long haul; Grow up 
strong, little tree; and Tiny redwood, help me 
see! 

Working quietly and carefully, smelling the 
black soil and listening to the chorus of winter 
birds, 50 new trees were planted. Dedicated 
parents delivered cartloads of old straw from 
the nearby stable to mulch and protect the new 
trees. To conclude, we lit a stick of incense to 
welcome our new redwood sangha members, 
closing our eyes and imagining the forest that 
would grow and transform our spot of Earth. 
Then we walked back to Green Gulch in 
mindfulness. 

It was the children who rang the bell and 
guarded the quiet at lunchtime, reminding 
their overly enthusiastic parents to pay 
attention to their breath and the good food. 
After lunch, the children played soccer and 
volleyball while their parents had a brief 
Dharma discussion. We closed the day by 
driving to Muir Woods, where a ranger gave 
us a special tour. We walked slowly through 
the towering grove of old redwoods and, 
standing near them, touched their cinnamon 
bark and looked up into their vast canopy of 
boughs. The day ended with our sangha of 
bell-ringing treeplanters absorbed in the 
ancient redwood sangha of Muir Woods. 

Judy Gilbert 
117 D Seminary Drive 
Mill Valley, CA 94941 
(415) 381-0532 
We recite precepts the third Sunday of each 
month. This Fall, we will have a study group 
on precepts and non-dual politics. On April 
26, six years after the Chemobyl meltdown, a 
sturoy band of clear-eyed, soft-hearted people 
stood on a ridge above the Pacific, facing the 
land of Sergei, Dirna, I vanova, and other 
"former enemies. " Deep in our hearts, each of 

us knew that mindfulness must include 
tragedies like Chernobyl, and we wanted to 
name the faceless victims of that disaster to 
humanize the event and honor the true heroes 
who saved us all. Some of us saw the roots of 
the Chernobyl meltdown in our own nation: 
McCarthy, Reagan, and the Hollywood 
Commie trials; Atoms for Peace; America's 
214 nuclear reactors and countless weapons. 
"This is because thaJ is." This statement, 
quietly repeated by each of us, began the 
ceremony, reminding us of the interdepen
dence and co-arising of the Chernobyl disaster 
with our own buildup of nuclear weapons. 
Then we recited the names of 108 persons 
who contracted radiation sickness at 
Chemobyl, said something about their 
involvement and whether they survived or 
died. We also named cities that had been 
evacuated. Here is a sampling: 
Aleksandr Akimov, Shift Foreman: Oversaw 
test, went to reactor many times to see if the 
feedwater pump was working; didn't believe 
the reactor ever melted. Died. /Pyotr 
Palamarchuk, Director of Chernobyl Startup 
Enterprise: Attempts to rescue co-workers, 
was exposed directly to the melting core. 
Died./Valery Ivanovich Perevozchenko, 
Foreman, Reactor Section: Returned 
repeatedly to reactor room searching to save 
his subordinates. Died./yuri Eduardovich 
Bagdasorov, Operator Control Room, No. 3 
Unit: Had respirators and potassium iodide 
tablets for his workers; shut down reactor No. 
3 against orders, preventing it from melting 
down as well. Survived./ Sash a Skacok, 
Medical Orderly: Went to reactor with 
ambulance; received radiation burns from 
handling victims. Survived./Lieutenant 
Vladimir Pravik, Head Firefighter, 6th Patrol. 
Personall y checked on location of all fires; 
took several trips to the reactor; put out 37 
fires, including those in the central reactor 
hall. Died. "This is because thaJ is." 

We concluded the ceremony by reading 
Thay's poem "Call Me by My True Names" 
and a chant from the 17th century Rebbe of 
ChernobyL Then, after tears and hugs, we 
walked the beautiful paths of Mt Tamalpais, a 
sacred female mountain. We felt how some of 
the mistakes people there made were like our 
own mistakes and misunderstandings. We 
also felt gratitude to the many quiet heroes 
who saved the situation from further tragedy 
for all of us. The meltdown now had a human 
face, which will stay with us for a long time. 
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Hearth Sangha 
Nanda Currant 
530 Amigo Road 
Soquel, CA 95073 
We are a varied group and we have ongoing 
gatherings to build community spirit, social 
service, and play. Three of us have organized 
fundraisers to benefit the Resource Center for 
Non-Violence, the Civilian Casualty Fund, 
and the Tibetan Resettlement Project 

Penelope Thompson 
Santa Monica 
(310) 392-1796 
We meet Monday evenings for meditation and 
a Dharma discussion. Each month, we have a 
Half-Day of Mindfulness. 

Ordinary Dharma 
Christopher Reed and Michelle Benzarnin 
247 Horizon Avenue 
Venice, CA 90291 
Tel: (310) 396-5054 
We have sittings on Tuesday evenings, sitting 
and Dharma class Thursday evenings. A Day 
of Mindfulness is held the first Sunday of 
each month. We will have a weekend retreat 
in the Joshua Tree desert September 4-7 and a 
10-day Thanksgiving retreat, Nov. 25-Dec. 5. 

Sangha Building 
The following have expressed interest in 
meeting others to build a sangha in their area: 

England 
Julie French 
73 Island Wall 
Whitstable 
KentCTS lEL 

Pennsylvania 
Greg Fisher 
Pittsburgh, PA 
Tel: (412) 441-6195 

Finland 
John Beddard 
Pohjoiskaari 18 B 27 
00200 Helsinki 

North Carolina 
Beth Love 
Route 2, Box 2972 
Columbus, NC 28722 
Tel: (704) 863-2775 

Michigan Minnesota 
David Williams Robert Reed 
18776 Hilltop Drive 3832 20th Ave. South 
Riverview, MI 48192 Minneapolis 55407 
Tel: (313) 283-9415 Tel: (612) 724-8200 

Missouri 
Ashley and Louise 
Cadwell, c/o Boyd 
6400 Ellenwood Ave. 
Clayton, MO 63105 
Tel: (314) 727-3525 

Colorado 
Charles Clark 
11190 Teachout Road 
Co. Spgs., CO 80908 
Tel: (719) 495-9465 

California 
Florida (St. Petersburg) David Briscoe 
Mark Beck 720 Bird Street 
5241 101 Avenue North Oroville, CA 95965 
Pinellas Park, FL 34666 Tel: (916) 532-0824 



Announcements 

Intersein 
The first German-language Mindfulness Bell will debut in 
November. It will include the lead article by Thay from the 
Mindfulness Bell, translated into German, Thay's retreat 
schedule in Europe, all Sangha activities in Europe, including 
retreats, Days of Mindfulness, lectures, etc., addresses and 
information of Sangha members, and other articles particularly 
suited to readers of German. Photos, poems, comments, and 
other information, as well as subscription requests should be 
sent to the editor, Marcel Geisser, Meditationcenter hausTao, 
CH-9427 Wolfhalden, Switzerland. Tel: 071-44 35 39. 

Pilgrimages in the Footsteps of Buddha 
December 19, 1992 to January 3,1993, and February 7 to 27, 
1993, led by Tiep Hien member Shantum Seth. For informa
tion contact: Aradhana Seth, 5135 Massachusetts Avenue 
NW, Bethesda, MD 20816, USA. Tel: (301) 229-5224. 

Conference on Ecological Responsibility 
Dialogue with Buddhism, March 2-6, 1993, with inaugural 
address by His Holiness the Dalai Lama. For further informa
tion, contact Tibet House, 1 Institutional Area, Lodhi Road, 
New Delhi 110003, India Tel: 011-611515. 

Teaching Circle 
A semi-annual journal by and for educators who practice 
meditation. Topics have included being peace in the class
room, spiritual exemplars of teaching/leaminglcaring, 
environmental sensitivity, and work with special beings. 
Subscriptions are $10. Please make checks payable to 
Teaching Circle, and mail to Patrick McMahon, 2311-C 
Woolsey Street, Berkeley, CA 94705. 

New Books 
The Parallax Press Fall catalog includes Touching Peace: 
Practicing the Art of Mindful Living, a collection of Thay's 
Dharma talks (from 1987-1992) similar in style and format to 
Being Peace; The Dragon Who Never Sleeps, a collection of 
original gathas by Robert Aitken, Roshi; as well as two 
important new books from other publishers: Buddhism and 
Ecology, a collection of essays edited by Martine Batchelor 
and Kerry Brown (contributors include Thay, the Dalai Lama, 
A.T. Ariyaratne, Joanna Macy, Helena Norberg-Hodge, and 
Stephen Batchelor) from Cassell Publishers, London and NY; 
and Inner Peace, World Peace: Essays on Buddhism and Non
violence, edited by Kenneth Kraft (contributors include Sulak 
Sivaraksa, Robert Thurman, Luis Gomez, Gene Sharp, and 
Donald Swearer) from SUNY Press, Albany, NY. The catalog 
will be sent to those on the Parallax mailing list in September. 
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GLOBAL Sangha 
During the June 1992 retreat at Plum Village, the Gays and 
Lesbians in Practice Affinity Group formed an international 
network, GLOBAL (Gay and Lesbian Organization of 
Buddhist Activists for Liberation) Sangha, in support of 
increased awareness of inclusivity and acceptance in our home 
Buddhist communities. We drafted the following statement: 

"Being mindful of those among the community who 
cannot be visible because of the risk of losing children, jobs, 
or community support, some lesbian, gay, and bisexual sangha 
members take the following vow: 

We vow to practice the courage to be visible, not only to 
free ourselves and our children from homophobia,* but also to 
free all our sisters and brothers from the fear and suffering 
caused by homophobia and heterosexism.* 

We ask the sangha to help us by being mindful that all 
loving relationships are worthy of community recognition and 
support. The re-wording of the Five Precepts, as articulated by 
Thich Nhat Hanh, which first spoke of 'marriage' and now 
recognizes long-term commitments other than marriage, is a 
happy example of deep listening and inclusiveness. Joyfully 
accepting our identities as lesbians, gay men, and bisexuals, 
we offer our whole-hearted efforts to our sanghas, in the belief 
that everyone will benefit from an end to prejudice." 

* Homophobia is the fear of and/or prejudice against lesbians 
and gay men; heterosexism is the belief that heterosexuality is 
the only legitimate or natural form of sexual expression. 

Signed by the founding members of GLOBAL Sangha, Plum 
Village, France, June 1992: 

Shelley Anderson, Alkmaar, The Netherlands 
Sande Carpentier, Cambria, Wisconsin, USA 
Barbara DiPietro, San Francisco, California, USA 
Marianne Dresser, San Francisco, California, USA 
Geoffrey Landis, Tesuque, New Mexico, USA 
Kate O'Neill, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA 
Fran~oise Pottier, Alkmaar, The Netherlands 
Beth Reninger, Madison, Wisconsin, USA 
Robert Schaibly, Houston, Texas, USA 
Steven Storla, Houston, Texas, USA 
Gary Stuard, Plum Village, France 

We are interested in your ideas, poems, artwork, articles, etc. 
about your experiences as lesbians, gay men, and bisexuals in 
Buddhist practice, for possible inclusion in future issues of 
The Mindfulness Bell. GLOBAL Sangha's contacts in Europe 
are Shelley Anderson & Fran~oise Pottier, van der 
Woudestraat 23,1915 Alkmaar, Netherlands, Tel. (31) 72 12 
5579. Our North American contact is Marianne Dresser c/o 
Community of Mindful Living, P.O. Box 7355, Berkeley, CA 
94707. Tel. (510) 527-3751; Fax (510) 525-7129. Please send 
us your contributions! 



Plutonium Free Future 

"As I hold my goddaughter in my arms, singing her a 
Japanese lullaby, my heart fills with grief Tomorrow, we will 
take you to the shrine to pray for your health and longevity. 
Can we preserve a safe worldfor our children to grow up in? 
The world is in such danger. I cannot just sit in silence 
anymore. I must use all my creativity and compassion to 
transform myself and this world in distress." -Mayumi Oda 

Plutonium Free Future is an environmental group formed by 
Mayumi Oda, Kaz Tanahashi, and others to call attention to 
the dangers of Japan's plutonium energy drive. A nuclear 
plant under construction in northern Japan will produce 200 
tons of plutonium over the next 30 years. One-billionth of one 
ounce of plutonium is lethal for a human being. 

International awareness and pressure are needed to awaken 
and alert the Japanese public. Plutonium Free Future is calling 
for help to make this a top-priority environmental issue 
worldwide. For a copy of an informative booklet, write: 
Plutonium Free Future, 2018 Shattuck Avenue, Box 140, 
Berkeley, CA 94704. A $2 donation to cover printing and 
postage would be appreciated. 

Environmental Studies 
Naropa Institute now has an Environmental Studies program. 
For information, contact: Bruce Byers, Director of Environ
mental Studies Program, Naropa Institute, 2130 Arapahoe 
A venue, Boulder, CO 80302, phone: (303) 444-0202. 

Trees for Life 
For $10 you can send one of your favorite people a Trees for 
Life Adventure Kit, which contains seeds, instructions, a 
starter carton, and other materials. We will also plant 10 fruit 
trees for a needy family in India, in cooperation with the 
Foundation for Universal Responsibility of His Holiness The 
Dalai Lama. These trees will be planted in the name of the 
person you've chosen, and we'll let that person know with a 
certificate we send along with the kit. The fruit trees we plant 
give hungry people a self-renewing source of food. And trees 
help protect the environment. Please write: Trees for Life, 
Wichita, KS 67203, phone: (316) 263-7294. 

Ecological News 
This bi-monthly newsletter, provides ecological news and 
information concerning wildlife preservation, toxics and 
chemicals, human health, food and hunger, acid rain, plant 
conservation, wetlands and refuges, energy sources, endan
gered species, and global warming. To subscribe ($20 for one 
year), make checks payable to Educational Communications, 
P.O. Box 351419, Los Angeles, CA 90035. 
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GeoCommons College 
This school offers a nine-month residential program for 
students ages 18-25 and older. We are a school for ecologi
cally sustainable lifeways, harmonious democratic communi
ties, global perspectives, and development of the whole, 
healthy, compassionate person. The overseas program, from 
September-February, will take young people to five innova
tive communities in Europe, India, and Russia, including Plum 
Village. This program is designed to connect young adults 
with communities that are actively striving to practice 
sustainable, creative, and compassionate lifestyles. For more 
information, contact: Bruce Kantner, GeoCommons College, 
Derbyshire Farm, Temple, NH 03084, phone: (603) 878-1818. 

Fresh Start Farms 
Fresh Start Farms is working to establish an organic farm for 
25 homeless families. Its purpose is to help the homeless 
become more self-sufficient, and create a climate in which 
agribusiness would be compelled to become more responsive 
to the environment and the consumer. For information, write 
to Ruth Brinker, c/o Fresh Start Farms, 336 Moultrie Street, 
San Francisco, CA 94110, Phone: (415) 695-9670. 

Land in Colorado 
I'm looking for investor(s) or buyer(s) with a vision to 
develop property for a possible retreat center in the Colorado 
mountains. Location: approx. 30 miles west of Denver; 
spiritually, environmentally, ecologically, and nutritionally 
oriented. Please send inquires to: Vone Sumers, 777 EI 
Camino Real, #2, Burlingame, California 94010; phone: (415) 
342-3802. 

Mining in Grand Canyon & Navajo Nation 
Twenty years after the first uranium boom ended, there are 
still more than 3,000 underground and open-pit mines aban
doned and unprotected on Navajo Nation lands. More than 
200 Navajo families continue to experience the deaths of 
fathers and sons who mined uranium to fuel the "atoms for 
peace" programs, and these communities continue to have a 
high rate of birth defects. The Little Colorado, Puerco, San 
Juan, Animas, Gunnison, Dolores, and Green Rivers have all 
been contaminated. Many of the beaches in the Canyon are 
contaminated with radioactive sand. Every vein of water has 
experienced essentially uncontrolled dumping of radioactive 
materials. Yet no cumulative environmental impact statement 
has ever been made. The Kaibab Paiute Tribe, on the northern 
edge of the Arizona strip, have seen their ancient and historic 
burial sites destroyed. Environmentalists are calling for a 
moratorium on new mining in the Grand Canyon and an 
environmental impact statement. 

If you would like to support this moratorium, please write 
to Manual Lujan, Secretary, U.S. Department of the Interior, 
18th and C Streets N.W., Washington, D.C. 20240. 



Thich Nhat Hanh's '92 Schedule - Europe 

Monday, August 31, 7:30 pm - Lecture at St. James Church, 
Picadilly, L&!!QQn. 
September 1-6 - Retreat at Battisborough House, near 
Plymouth, South Devon, England. Contact 1NH Retreat, 56 
Ashley Rd. London N19 3AF, UK. 
Friday, September 11 - Lecture in Moscow, probably at the 
Institute of Philosophy. 
Saturday, September 12 - Day of Mindfulness in Moscow. 
Contact Dina Sedova, Staroalexejewskaja Street, Building 16, 
Apt. 100, 129626 Moscow, Tel: (7095) 287-50-97, or 
Community of Mindful Living, Berkeley, California. 
Wednesday, September 16,7:00 pm - Lecture at City 
Library, Marianske Square, Prague. 
Thursday, September 17 - Day of Mindfulness in Prague. 
Contact Will Rose, Earthlinks, P.O. Box 506, 11121 Prague. 
Tel: (42) 29 60 48, or Community of Mindful Living. 
Saturday, September 19 - Lecture in Warsaw. 
Sunday, September 20 - Day of Mindfulness in Warsaw. 
Contact Boleslaw Rok, VI. Vjazdowskie 6, 00461 Warsaw, 
Tel: (48) 26281271, extension 15, or Community of Mindful 
Living, Box 7355, Berkeley, California, Tel: (510) 527-3751. 
Saturday, September 26, 2:00 pm - Lecture at European 
Buddhist Union Congress, Berlin. Contact Kongref3biiro der 
EBU, Hasenheide 9, 1000 Berlin 61. Tel: 030/6946433. 
Sunday, September 27 - Lecture and meeting with the 
Vietnamese community at the Vietnamese Pagoda, Krefelder 
Str. 6, Berlin 21. 
Monday, September 28, 9:30 am - 6:00 pm - Day of 
Mindfulness, St. Michaels-Heim, Bismarckallee 23, Berlin 33. 
Contact Dr. Rainer Noack, Buddhistischen Gessellschaft, 
Wulffstr. 6, Berlin 41, Tel: 030/3123746. 
Tuesday, September 29, 7:30 pm - Lecture on "Anger and 
the Psychological Aspects of Buddhism," at Kleiner Kursaal, 
Stuttgart/Bad-Canstaat. Contact Rose Kasper, Buddhistischen 
Kreis Stuttgart, Weissdornweg 4,7400 Tiibingen, Tel: 07071/ 
63280. 
Thursday, October 1, 7:30 pm - Lecture on "Dealing with 
Anger," at Arbeiterwohlfahrt, St6sserstr. 14-16, Miinchen
Hassenbergl. Contact Karl Schmied, Biiro Postfach 60, 8165 
Fischbachau. Tel: 08025/6065. 
Friday, October 2 to Sunday, October 4 - Seminar on 
"Buddhist Psychology and Modem Psychotherapy," at Hotel 
zur Post, Lindenplatz 7, 8182 Bad Wiessee. Contact Haik:o 
Nitschke, ZIST 3, 8122 Penzberg, Tel: 08856/5192. 
Friday, October 9, 8:00 pm - Lecture at Artemis, Keizers
gracht 676, Amsterdam. Contact Anneke Brinkerink, 
Dorpsweg 8, Hensbroek, Tel: 02265-2499. 
October 10-11 - Weekend Retreat near Utrecht, Holland. 
Contact Anneke Brinkerink (address above). 
November 1 - January 31- Winter Retreat at Plum Village. 

For Retreats with other Dharma teachers. please look under 
Sangha Listings. pages 25-29. 
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Tentative U.S. Schedule for Fall 1993 

Saturday, September 4, 122J, 9:00 am - Lecture, Palmer 
House Hotel, Chicago (parliament of the World's Religions). 
Sunday, September 5 - Day of Mindfulness, Mundelein, IL. 
September 6-7 - Retreat Continues at Mundelein. 

September 9-12 - Retreat for Young People (in Vietnamese), 
Los Angeles area. 
Tuesday, September 14,7:00 pm - Lecture, Los Angeles. 

Saturday, September 18 - Day of Mindfulness, Spirit Rock, 
Woodacre in Northern California. 
Sunday, September 19 - Vietnamese Lecture, San Jose. 
Tuesday, September 21 - Poetry Reading, S.F. Bay Area. 
September 24-30 - Retreat on Avatarnsaka and Lotus Sutras, 
Northern California. 
October 1-5 - Vietnamese Retreat, Kim Son Monastery, 
Watsonville, California. 
Wednesday, October 6 - Lecture, Berkeley, California 

Friday, October 8, 7:30 pm - Lecture, Santa Fe. 
Saturday, October 9 - Day of Mindfulness, Santa Fe. 

Tuesday, October 12 - Lecture, New York. 
October 13-17 - Retreat for Helping Professionals and others, 
upstate New York. 

Saturday, October 23 - Vietnamese Lecture, Boston. 
Sunday, October 24 - Day of Mindfulness, Boston. 

Tuesday, October 26 - Lecture, Washington. DC. 
October 27-31 - Retreat on Social Change, Claymont Court, 
Charles Town, West Virginia, near Washington, DC. 



Projects in Vietnam 
by Su Tu Phap Dang 

As regular readers of The Mindfulness Bell know, in addition 
to offering teaching, and daily practice mindfulness experi
ences, we also share with you in each issue something of the 
social work projects that are coordinated by the community of 
ThichNhat Hanh in France. In this issue, we offer a summary 
by monk-novice Su Tu Phap Dang of the projects currently 
most actively sponsored. 

Educational Projects 
We are supporting two day-care centers in Ho Chi Minh City 
(Saigon), two in Hue, one in Quang Ngai, and one in Long 
Xuyen. The latter is also a place for the elderly, a number of 
street children, and some abandoned infants. Adolescents, 
formerly living on the streets as prostitutes or thieves, are now 
taking care of the elderly and the abandoned infants. We are in 
need of sponsors to support these adolescents, and provide 
them with food, clothes, and housing. 

Schools in Rural Areas 
The School ofLovingkindness (kindergarden through second 
grade) is the main recipient of our support. These children 
have a strong desire to go to school, but the government does 
not provide funds for teachers in rural areas. Nearly 80% of 
rural children do not go to school at all. Often they end up 
going to the cities to look for work, and, having no skills, they 
end up resorting to crime in order to make money. 

We now sponsor 80 teachers in rural areas, paying them a 
salary of 80,000 Dong/month each ($8 US). Most of these 
teachers are recent college graduates in their early 20s. Their 
classes are around 45 children each. For me, this is the most 
important program. When we help these children, we help 
prevent them from becoming street children in the cities and 
give them the opportunity to serve their country in the future. 

In addition to supporting teachers, we provide 300 
scholarships for poor children ($ 12/month each), 2,000 
scholarships for students with good grades and good behavior 
($2/month each), and 90 college students with good grades 
($20/month each, for tuition, books, and other school supplies. 
$20 provides minimal assistance, so these students must also 
receive financial aid from their relatives, and by working.) 

Medical Projects 
We sponsor two medical centers in Hue, and mobile medical 
teams in Lien Tri, Long Xuyen, Quang Tri, and Nha Trang. 
The doctors, nurses, and staff all volunteer their time. Mobile 
medical teams go to rural areas to treat those in need of medi
cal care, and they offer vaccinations for the children. No other 
medical treatment is available for these people. The team stays 
for a few days in each area. One trip costs $200 for medical 
supplies, travel expenses, and food. Support is needed for 
these teams to go on a regular basis, at least once a month. 

Paralyzed In both legs, Hoang cannot support himself 

Other Social Work and Emergency Aid 
We provide emergency food aid to people who have lost their 
homes to floods and other natural disasters. For example, 208 
flood victims were helped by our committee in the Cuu Long 
River area in 1991. We also assist a medical team of 25 people 
who visit 21 locations in North Vietnam, including leper 
camps, orphanages, schools for the blind, schools for deaf and 
dumb children, mental hospitals, and homes for the elderly. 
These teams provide medicine, medical examinations, and 
psychological care. Many of the elderly and disabled in Viet
nam have no relatives, food, or housing. They survive by beg
ging in the streets. $lO/month can support up to three people. 
We also sponsor a number of orphans under 16 years old who 
live with their grandparent(s). A $12 donation each month can 
support up to three orphans. 

How You Can Help 
Because the need throughout the country is so great, the nuns, 
monks, and social workers we work with have difficulty 
deciding how to distribute the funds we send. One nun wrote 
that she cannot hold back her tears because so many children 
are in great need and she has such limited funds available. 

If you would like to sponsor any of these projects-teachers, 
students, elderly, street children, abandoned infants, orphans, rural 
medical teams, or any of our other social work projects, please send 
a tax-deductible donation earmarked for the project of your choice 
to Community of Mindful Living, P.O. Box 7355, Berkeley, CA 
94707 USA, or Eglise Bouddhique Unifiie, Meyrac, 47120 
Loubes-Bernac, France. Your support is greatly appreciated. 

Name----------------------------------__ ___ 

Addres.~s __________________________________ _ 

Amount EnclosedL--------------------________ _ 

Pr~ect __ ------------------------------------



Urgent Action Needed 
Venerable Thich Quang Do, one of Vietnam's most prominent 
Buddhist monks, was re-arrested in Ho Chi Minh City on 
April 17, 1992. This occurred three weeks after he had been 
released from house arrest in a remote area of northern 
Vietnam and allowed to return to Ho Chi Minh City (Saigon). 
he has been detained since 1982 for protesting the govern
ment's religious policy. 

Amnesty International in London and in several other 
countries have adopted Thich Quang Do since he was forcibly 
exiled in Thai Binh in 1982. Efforts for his release were enor
mous and on March 24,1992 he was released. He arrived in 
Saigon March 25, and we received a message greeting us and 
thanking all friends in the world who had worked for his re
lease. He also reported that he was consulting a good physi
cian for his health. The doctors agreed that he must be 
hospitalized for tuberculosis, beri beri, a weak heart, ulcers, 
and a bad kidney. Much effort was made to place him in a 
good hospital. On April 17, a car came to bring the high monk 
to the hospital. His followers waited for him at the hospital, 
but he never showed up and the authorities informed them that 
he was taken back to northern Vietnam. 

We urge readers to write a courteous letter to Prime 
Minister of Vietnam Vo Van Kiet on behalf of Thich Quang 
Do, asking that he be allowed to return to Ho Chi Minh City 
and expressing concern over his health. The following letter 
sent by Congressman Tom Lantos, Chairperson of the U.S. 
Congressional Human Rights Caucus, can be used as a model: 

His Excellency 
Prime Minister Vo Van Kiet 
Council of Ministers 
Hanoi, Socialist Republic of Vietnam 

Dear Prime Minister, 
I would like to express my concern over the re-arrest of the Vener
able Thich Quang Do on April 17. 1992. This news, less than a 
month after his release from house arrest in northern Vietnam and in 
the context of increased religious freedom within your country. was 
an unpleasant surprise. I understand that Venerable Do is weak and 
in poor health, and that his followers do not know where he is being 
detained. Venerable Do is well known for his advocacy of human 
rights and peaceful coexistence. and was nominated for the Nobel 
Peace Prize in 1978. I am deeply troubled over this event and wish 
to express my hope that the Venerable Thich Quang Do will be 
released immediately. 34 

Letters to the Editors 

Dear Friends, 
I deeply appreciate Th1ty Nhat Hanh, not only because his 
teachings are extremely useful to me and are also evidence of 
his broad and deep awareness, but also because his life 
exemplifies his teachings as is not common among some 
modem teachers. I am glad for his inclusive language that 
does not ignore the existence of women and girls, and for his 
recognition of the connection between the devastation of 
people and of the planet and our consumerism. I am helped in 
dealing with my own anger and tendency to separate myself or 
"take sides" by his mindful breathing exercises and his 
reminders of "interbeing." 

How good it would be to have people who lived the 
Fourteen Precepts of the Order of Interbeing in our neighbor
hood-we sometimes feel spiritually isolated here. My 
husband and I have changed our city lifestyle to live a simpler 
life of taking responsibility for our own physical health. We 
grow our food organically and have orchards, two milk goats, 
and nine hens. We use human power and solar power for most 
of the work done here. We do still have a Toyota pickup, but 
use it as little as possible. 

We are retired on a very small income, from having sold 
our homestead. We have 16 acres of native prairie with a dry 
creek. We've planted woodlots and fruit trees, and legume 
shrubs in what permaculturists call "tree strips" to create the 
"edge effect" with the prairie. The tree strips are in swales on 
the contours to harvest rainwater. It will take ten years for 
them to mature enough to create a functional ecosystem. 

We have built an underground passive solar home, using 
salvaged materials insofar as possible. Jim, my husband, has 
almost completed a passive solar greenhouse built into a hill. I 
have made a good start on a root cellar dug into the top of the 
same hill. ("Hill" in Kansas may not mean what "hill" would 
mean in another part of the world.) Our electricity is supplied 
by three photovoltaic panels and one deep-celled battery. We 
will probably need a slightly larger system someday. Current
ly we have only four 15 watt fluorescent lights, a battery re
charger, and a 12 volt pump using electricity. No television or 
refrigerator. We have a cooler that is only a closet dug into the 
hill on our north wall. I thought you might be interested in one 
approach to living simply. 

Claire Van Wyngarden 
Hillsboro, Kansas 

Getting the Spring 1992 issue of The Mindfulness Bell was 
like receiving a cool glass of water on a hot day. Through The 
Mindfulness Bell, I am able to be touched by all of you who 
practice mindful living. Even though I've never been able to 
attend a retreat, when I read your words, I feel as if I'm 
present with dear friends. 

Mark Beck 
Pinellas Park, Florida 



I want to tell you how I value and soak up the Mindfulness 
Bel! (and lend it). Thay's article brought me back to myself 
and to mindfulness, and I'm very grateful. I've been too busy. 
I needed the Bel!. All I'd gotten from Thay's teachings and 
retreats flooded back and I was home again. The expression of 
his social consciousness gets ever deeper and wider- an incredi
bly powerful combination of challenge, inspiration, and truth. 

Sandra Oriel 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 

In October we began using the new wording of the Five 
Precepts, and for the past six months, during our Precept 
recitations, we read both the new and the old versions. The 
first time I read the Fifth Precept in its current form I became 
aware of anger, not deep in me but rolling to the surface of my 
consciousness. How could I possibly practice that precept and 
remain living in the United States? Actually, how could I 
practice any of the precepts and continue living anywhere in 
this world? My joy and equanimity fled before the explicitness 
of Thay's language. Later I recognized that the original 
wording, though very important and meaningful to me, had 
allowed me to feel inspired by them and complacent in 
following them. I only had to look as deeply as was comfort
able for me. It was certainly easier to silently answer "yes" to 
those questions than to the fleshed-out concepts we now have 
to consider. It took many readings and the support of my 
sangha before I was able to recognize how genuinely helpful 
the new Five Wonderful Precepts really are. Once again I can 
hear Thay's voice and the voices of Sisters Annabel and Jina 
and I can put away my attempts to "do it perfectly" and 
simply keep on doing the best I can, here and now. Needless 
to say, "Precepts as a Way of Life" in the Spring issue is a 
wonderful article and very helpful. 

Diana March 
Elgin, Illinois 

When my brother called to tell me, "You'll be receiving a 
subscription to The Mindfulness Bel! as my birthday gift to 
you," I thanked him, trying not to sound too disappointed. 
Another of his attempts to convert me to perfectionism, I 
thought. This was not what I wanted. It was, however, what I 
needed. I had no idea how profound the impact of mindfulness 
could be. While reading the words of Thich Nhat Hanh, I 
began to realize how mindless I've been. It was upsetting at 
first, but I knew a seed had been planted. I also knew that 
seeds never blossom the day they are planted, and I would 
need to be patient. I would need to think, consider, and 
meditate. I would need to become mindful. 

I knew that I was not ready to commit to all of the 
precepts, so I decided to start with a small taste. I reread the 
Autumn 1991 article about ingesting "toxic cultural products." 
This was my starting point, the first step in my journey toward 
a mindful existence. I decided that, for me, it would be self
defeating to try to eliminate all cultural toxins from my life 
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simultaneously. Instead, I would begin by making a limited 
number of painless substitutions. I replaced radio talk shows 
with literature on audio cassettes. I reduced my TV time and 
replaced situation comedies with educational videos. I substi
tuted reading magazine articles with writing magazine articles. 
Becoming more mindful was not only painless, it was exhila
rating. I continued moving forward, step by step. Soon I had 
substituted my large lunch habit with a walk. I even replaced a 
IS-year smoking habit with ice water and fresh lemon. 

My purpose in writing this letter is not to applaud my 
transformation, but to express my appreciation. I would like to 
thank Thich Nhat Hanh and all of you who publish such fine 
and thoughtful words. I would also like to thank my brother, 
Scott, who has done more than provide me with the tools I 
need for mindfulness. He has also provided the inspiration by 
being a strong role model in all that he encourages from me. I 
love you very much and hope to give you a more mindful 
sister in time for your next birthday! 

Wendy Rivilis 
Germantown, Wisconsin 

What a joy it is to receive The Mindfulness Bell! How struck I 
was by the letter from Desiree Webster of Colorado about 
changing careers because of the teaching on Right Livelihood. 

I too have been battling and pondering my inner confusion 
about my livelihood. As a reporter, I see the tremendous 
opportunity I have both to build and destroy with my words. 
So now I consider my articles and guard my words, trying to 
raise awareness even as I expose wrong and celebrate right. 
But I still feel there is more I can do. I have spent years now 
writing about the problems of health care and the misuse of 
our environment, but now I think there must be a better or 
more effective way to bring that knowledge to others. With 
time, the vision will clear, I am sure. For now, I continue with 
as much awareness as possible, to write and teach through my 
words. I am open to suggestions from the community for ways 
to use my gift for the greater good. 

Sharon Brown 
Harrisonburg, Virginia 

After attending Thay's retreat for environmentalists a year 
ago, life as an activist has been smoother. Peace is Every Step 
now goes with me every time I go to Washington, D.C. to 
lobby for the protection of our West Coast forest ecosystems. 

Practicing according to Thay's words helps me every day 
as I tangle with the corporate and bureaucratic powerhouses 
who are deliberately deforesting our planet. When I find my
self inside the D.C. beltway's asphalt jungles, rather than the 
temperate rainforests of the Pacific Northwest, I use Thay's 
guidance and poems like this one by Rumi to remind me that 
there is such a thing as "ground": ''Let the beauty we love be 
what we do.! There are hundreds of ways to kneel and kiss the 
ground." Breathing in and out, I practice for my sanity, for my 
spirit, and for the salvation of the Earth-Life miracle. 

Julie Norman 
Ashland, Oregon 



The Peace Treaty 
by Thich Nhat Hanh 

Because a lot of suffering arises when we become angry or 
upset with our partner or other friends, at Plum Village we 
have created a "Peace Treaty" which we sign in front of the 
sangha. I would like to explain something about it. 

The treaty was written to help us live happily together. It 
should only be signed after lengthy reflection and a lot of 
Dharma discussions between the concerned individuals. This 
is because the treaty is about practice. When one person gets 
angry at another, if they have a copy of this Peace Treaty, they 
will know exactly what to do and what not to do. 

When you have signed the Peace Treaty, you have to abide 
by the agreement. The treaty becomes like the Buddha. We 
have to respect, follow, and abide by the terms. Otherwise, it 
can be very damaging, even dangerous. It is better not to sign 
the treaty, than to sign it and then not practice it. When the 
treaty is about to be signed, both of you should practice one 
Day of Mindfulness, with a lot of walking meditation. At the 
end of the day, you may bring each other into the meditation 
hall or some other special room. It is helpful if your commu
nity is present, in order to sign the treaty in the presence of the 
sangha and vow to respect and practice according to the treaty. 

Basically there are two parts to the Peace Treaty. The first 
concerns the one who is angry, who is suffering from anger. 
What should he or she do? What should he or she not do? The 
Peace Treaty should be signed in the spirit that we both want 
to live long and happily together. 

Practicing the Peace Treaty should be supported by articles 
and discussions so that those people who do not have experi
ence with the teaching can also learn and benefit from it. Such 
articles can give insight into the nature of the treaty and how 
to carry out the practice of the treaty. I believe that a Peace 
Treaty like this may become an important part of our practice 
in the future. 

Part One 
The first part of the treaty is about what the person who is 
angry should do and not do. The fust article is to refrain from 
saying things or doing things that can cause damage. When 
we know that we are angry, it is best not to say or do anything. 
It would be too dangerous. We should have something like a 
moratorium on speech and actions. It is our tendency when we 
are angry to say and do things that escalate the anger in the 
other person and ourselves as well. We have to agree that 
when we get angry, we will refrain from saying and doing 
things. 

The second article is to not suppress your anger. We 
should express something about our anger, but it is not yet the 
time. There will be a time in the future, even if it is only the 
time of three breaths, when it is safer and wiser to do so. 
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The third article is to practice breathing on your anger; 
taking care of your anger. Take refuge in the island of 
yourself. You know that anger is there, you don't suppress it, 
but you also don't deny it. You touch it with your mindful
ness. In order for your mindfulness to be with you in this 
difficult moment, you nourish it by breathing mindfully. You 
produce mindfulness of breathing and you embrace your 
suffering in the loving arms of mindfulness. "I am angry. I 
suffer now." You have to really touch your anger and your 
suffering, using your mindfulness. You don't suppress it, 
ignore it, or deny it. You can do it in several ways-sitting or 
walking are perhaps the easiest. Go into nature and practice 
breathing while doing walking meditation. Nature-the 
vegetation, the fresh air-will help support you. If you need 
half an hour, spend half an hour. If you need three hours of 
walking meditation, practice three hours of walking medita
tion. According to the treaty, you have up to 24 hours to calm 
yourself. 

You have to abide by the fourth article. You must tell the 
other person that you are angry and that you are suffering very 
much, and you have to say it in a calm way. You have to tell 
him or her within twenty-four hours. You have no right to 
keep it for longer than that. If you do, your anger becomes 
poisonous (also you violate the treaty), and it may destroy you 
and also the person you love. You may be ready to tell him or 
her in just five or ten minutes, if you are used to the practice, 
but the maximum is 24 hours. You can say something like, 
"Dear friend, what you just said this morning made me very 
angry. I suffered very much and I want you to know it." That 
is the substance of the message. 

Then, according to the fLfth article, you end with this 
sentence: "I hope that by Friday evening both of us will have 
had a chance to look deeply into this matter." Then you make 
an appointment (Friday evening is a good time to defuse all 
the bombs-big or small-so that you will have the whole of 
Saturday and Sunday for your enjoyment). If you think it 
might not be safe for you to tell him directly, if you are not 
confident that you can do it in a calm way and if the deadline 
of 24 hours is running out, you can use this form. We call it a 
"peace note": 

Date: 
Time: 
Dear 
This morning (afternoon), you said (did) something that 

made me very angry. I suffered very much. I want you to 
know this. You said (did): 

Please let us both look back at what you said (did) and 
examine the matter together in a calm and open manner this 
Friday evening. 

Yours, not very happy right now, 

Signed: 



If you use the note, you have to make sure the other person 
receives it. You can't say, "I put it on your table and you 
didn't look at it, so it's your mistake." This is for your own 
good, because the moment you know that the other person has 
received it, you will already feel some relief. It is best to tell 
him or her directly with a calm voice, but if you suspect that 
you will not be able to do it calmly, the next best thing is to 
use the note, fill out the form, and hand it to him or her. You 
have to make sure he or she gets it before the deadline. If he or 
she doesn't get it, it's your fault, and not the other's fault. That 
is important. 

According to the sixth article, you should not pretend that 
you aren't angry. Perhaps you have too much pride-you are 
angry, you suffer, but you don't want to say that you suffer, 
because your pride is too great. Do not say things like, "I'm 
not angry. Why should I be angry? I do not suffer at all. There 
is nothing to be angry about. That is not enough to make me 
angry." Don't hide the truth. You suffer, you are angry. That is 
the fact. This is a very important part of the Peace Treaty. 
Pride should not be an obstacle, the thing that destroys our 
relationship. We are committed to each other, we support each 
other. We are a brother or sister to the other. Why should we 
be so proud? My pain must be your pain. My suffering must 
be your suffering. 

According to the seventh article, while you are practicing 
sitting, walking, breathing, looking deeply, and living 
mindfully in your daily life, you focus your attention on these 
six points: (1 ) You recognize the fact that you are sometimes 
not mindful. You are not skillful at times. You see how you 
have hurt the other person on a number of occasions in the 
past. (2) You have to acknowledge to yourself: "I have the 
habit energy of getting angry very easily, of getting hurt very 
easily." You have to see and acknowledge this fact. If you 
need to, you should have a copy of the Peace Treaty with you 
so you can practice according to it. (3) You must look into 
this: "The seed of anger is strong in me. I have to acknowl
edge that she or he is not the main cause of my suffering. The 
main cause of my suffering is the strong seed of anger in me. 
lt has the habit of manifesting itself so easily." Think of 
friends who don't get angry that easily. The seed of anger is 
also in them, but not as strong as it is in you. (4) "The other 
person is suffering also, and because of this, he has behaved in 
an unskillful way. He has watered the seed of anger in me. I 
acknowledge him as a secondary cause of my suffering, and I 
also remember that he is not the main cause. He has said and 
done things to make me angry, he has watered my seeds." 
Perhaps he is not even the secondary cause. Perhaps it was 
your misperception that was the secondary cause. Often we 
get very angry at someone and then fmd out later that he was 
not the cause. It was our misperception. He did not mean to 
hurt us. (5) Because the other is suffering, he or she is just 
seeking relief. He seems to be destroying you, but it is because 
he suffers terribly and he wants relief. When we get angry 
because something is said by the other person, we suffer and 
we believe very naively that if we can say something stronger 
and make the other person unhappy and suffer, we will get 
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relief. This is unwise, but most of us do it. We have to look to 
see that the other person is not really trying to destroy us. She 
is only seeking some relief from her own suffering. (6) I see 
that as long as he or she continues to suffer, I cannot be truly 
happy. If the other person continues to suffer, there is no way 
that you can be happy; because this is a relationship. Happi
ness is not an individual matter. If the other person suffers, 
you have to suffer. In order not to suffer, you have to help the 
other person not suffer. This is very true in a community of 
practice. When someone in the community is unhappy, the 
whole community cannot be truly happy. Everyone has to 
seek a discreet way to help that person. When that person has 
overcome his suffering, happiness in the community will 
become authentic. We all know that. There is a Vietnamese 
saying, "When one horse is sick, all the horses in the stable 
refuse to eat." The above six points are the objects of our 
practice of looking deeply. We have a few days before Friday 
evening. That time is to practice looking deeply. 

The eighth article tells us that, during the process of 
looking deeply, if we realize our unskillfulness and/or our 
un mindfulness, we should apologize right away. We shouldn't 
make the other person feel guilty any longer. There is no need 
to wait until Friday evening. If we find out that we got angry 
because we have the habit energy of responding too quickly, 
or some misunderstanding, we have to go to the other person 
and say, ''I'm sorry I was so unmindful. I got angry so easily 
and without any basis. You didn't do anything to harm me. 
You didn ' t have any intention of making me suffer. It was just 
my fault. I apologize to you. Please forgive me." He will be 
relieved. If he continues to suffer, eventually you will get it. It 
is better to stop the cycle of suffering as soon as possible. 

The ninth article tells us that if by Friday, you feel that you 
are not calm enough to talk about the matter, you should ask 
him or her to postpone the appointment for three more days or 
another week. We have the time. If you are not calm, it is not 
time to talk about it yet. We need to practice for a few more 
days. 

Part Two 
These are the six things the one who has made the other angry 
should practice: 

First, when you see that the other is angry, do not make fun 
of him or her. Try not to say, "I haven't done anything, and 
you're angry." You have to respect his or her feelings of 
anger. A feeling needs time to die down. It has a life span- a 
moment to be born, some time to stay, depending on whether 
conditions are favorable or unfavorable to extend its life, and 
then it will die down slowly. Even if you see that her anger is 
not founded at all, that she is completely wrong, don't press 
her to stop being angry right away. That is against the natural 
law. Help her, or leave her alone so that her anger can die 
down. 

Second, after you have heard the other person telling you 
that he is suffering or have read the peace note, don't press for 
an immediate discussion, because if you do press while the 



other is still angry, everything can be destroyed. Abide by the 
treaty and accept the Friday evening appointment. In the 
interim, you will have a chance to look deeply at the situation. 
"What did I say? What did I do to make him so angry?" While 
driving, walking, breathing, practice looking deeply. That is 
true meditation, even if you are not in a meditation hall. 

Third, tell him or her that you have received the note and 
that you will be there on Friday evening. This is very impor
tant, because if she knows that you have received it, she will 
get some relief. If it is possible for you to say, "I know you 
suffer. I know," this too is very helpful. 

Fourth, if you can apologize right away, do it. Don't wait. 
But when you apologize, do not make any attempt to justify 
yourself. Don't try to give a reason why you behaved as you 
did. That would make the apology less effective. Just apolo
gize. ''I'm very sorry. I was not mindful and understanding." 

Fifth, practice breathing, taking refuge in the island of 
yourself, in order to see three things: (1) You have the seeds, 
the habit energy, of unkindness and anger. You have made the 
other person unhappy before. Acknowledge that, even if now 
you have not seen your fault in her suffering. Don't be too 
sure that you are not responsible this time. (2) You were 
suffering, and you may have thought that by saying something 
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strong to him or to her, you would get relief. This is the wrong 
kind of relief, and you have to recognize that seeking that kind 
of relief is a mistake. We shouldn't hope to suffer less by 
making another person suffer. (3) You look deeply and you 
see that making her suffer also makes you suffer. Her suffer
ing is your suffering, right now. You have to see the nature of 
interbeing of her suffering. If you do something to help her 
stop suffering, you will benefit from it also. 

Sixth, if you can apologize, do it right away. Pick up the 
phone--don't even wait until you go home. To apologize even 
one minute sooner is better. There may be no need to wait for 
Friday. When you apologize, do not attempt to justify anything 
you said or did. A straightforward apology can have a 
powerful affect. 

The Peace Treaty is a Dharma practice. You may like to add 
one or more articles to it so that it will be more relevant to 
your situation. Study it deeply and prepare carefully for an 
occasion to sign it. The best way of signing it is in a medita
tion hall in the presence of the sangha. The witness and 
support of the sangha is very important for your practice. Be 
harmonious and happy! We will all benefit from your practice. 



Peace rrreaty 

In Oraer rrTiat We :May Live Long ana J{appuy 'TogetneTi In Oraer rrTiat We :May Continua[[y 'De
ve[op ana 'Deepen Our Love ana Vnaerstanaing, We tne Vntfersigneti Vow to Ooserve ana Practice 
tne Joflowing: 

I, the one who is angry, agree to: 
1. Refrain from saying or doing anything that might cause further damage or escalate the anger. 
2. Not suppress my anger. 
3. Practice breathing and taking refuge in the island of myself. 
4. Calmly, within 24 hours, tell the one who has made me angry about my anger and suffering, either 
verbally or by delivering a Peace Note. 
5. Ask for an appointment for later in the week (e.g. Friday evening), either verbally or by note, to 
discuss this matter more thoroughly. 
6. Not say: /II am not angry. It's okay. I am not suffering. There is nothing to be angry about, at least not 
enough to make me angry./I 
7. Practice breathing and looking deeply into my daily life-while sitting, lying down, standing, walk
ing, and driving-in order to see: 

a. the ways I myself have been unskillful at times 
b. how I have hurt the other person because of my own habit energy. 
c. how the strong seed of anger in me is the primary cause of my anger. 
d. how the other person's suffering, which waters the seed of my anger, is the secondary cause. 
e. how the other person is only seeking relief from his/her own suffering. 
f. that as long as the other person suffers, I cannot be truly happy. 

8. Apologize immediately, without waiting until Friday evening, as soon as I realize my unskillfulness 
and lack of mindfulness. 
9. Postpone the Friday meeting if I do not feel calm enough to meet with the other person. 

I, the one who has made the other angry, agree to: 
1. Respect the other person's feelings, not ridicule him or her, and allow enough time for him or her to 
calm down. 
2. Not press for an immediate discussion. 
3. Confirm the other person's request for a meeting, either verbally or by note, and assure him or her 
that I will be there. 
4. If I can apologize, do so right away, and not wait until Friday evening. 
5. Practice breathing and taking refuge in the island of myself to see how: 

a. I have seeds of unkindness and anger as well as the habit energy to make the other person 
unhappy. 

b. I have mistakenly thought that making the other person suffer would relieve my own suffering. 
c. by making him or her suffer, I make myself suffer. 

6. Apologize as soon as I realize my unskillfulness and lack of mindfulness, without making any at
tempt to justify myself and without waiting until the Friday meeting. 

We Vow, witli Lora 13uaalia as Witness ana tlie :MinrfJu[ Presence of tne Sanglia, to .9L6ic£e 6y tliese 
Jl.rticfe.s ana to Practice w/iofelieartea[y. We Invof(g tne %ree gems Jor Protection anc£ to grant us 
Crarity ana Confo£ence. 
Signeci tne_'Day of in tne ~a.:....r __ 
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